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NOTE FROM THE CEO

I

n April 2020, a clarion call by Outsourced Pharma set a major goal
in “A Declaration of Drug Independence.” This call sought to “…

dedicate ourselves to the goal of reducing US dependency on foreign
sources for drug materials, intermediates, substances, and finished
products to 50% or less by the end of the year 2025” (1).

ADDRESS

In hindsight, this looks prescient, especially as war in Europe
now joins the pandemic to threaten access to essential medicines.
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What looks less than prescient was the frequently quoted response
in May 2020 from the Pharmaceutical Research Manufacturers of
America (PhRMA) whose core reply amounted to, “But now is not
the time for sweeping changes to the pharmaceutical supply chain
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that could cause disruptions” (2). Even taken in context, it’s
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a paradoxical statement.
Eric Edwards, CEO of Phlow, is focused to rebuild the critical
manufacture these essential medicines end to end, from chemistry

Executive Creative Director
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all the way to the finished dosage form so that we can get it to the
processes to “allow chemical reactions to run on a much smaller
scale, over and over again, until an entire volume of an API is
produced, [which] has significantly lower labour requirements [as it’s
highly automated]. Then you have to get it into that finished dosage
form, and we’re starting by focusing on sterile injectable drugs. The
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reason we’re focusing on sterile injectable drugs initially is because
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the majority of drug shortages in America are sterile injectables” (3).
There are still reasons to hold on to optimism. Various aspects
of continuous flow manufacturing, now adopted at higher rates,
allow for increased production while maintaining reasonable cost
conditions. There have also been investments made on national
strategies, from BARDA and BioMADE and with genuine leadership
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shown from the National Institutes of Health, National Institute of
Standards and Technology, and the US Food and Drug Administration.
But using all our logic while avoiding half measures will be required
to get close to the outlined goal. One of the upsides of being a
conservative industry should, theoretically, have been holding on to
control more firmly.
Our exciting new podcast series Drug Solutions explores this
topic in depth this March through a lively discussion with Fernando
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companies and rejecting investments from Russian
funds (1). The open letter garnered a monumental response and
currently features, at the time of writing, 860 signatories.
Globally, sanctions—considered to be the toughest actions possible
before going to war—have been placed on Russia by numerous
governments. Although these sanctions, which include the removal of
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concerns that there will still be significant disruptions to supply (2).
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flights, are not applicable to medicine and medical equipment, there are
Of course, the bio/pharma industry has a duty of care to ensure
medicines and vaccines are delivered to those in need, a point that was
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reach the patients that need them in Ukraine, in the neighbouring
[European Union] EU Member States, in Russia, and in other countries
where access to medicines may be negatively impacted. We call on all
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parties to facilitate the safe passage of medicines and vaccines to those
in need,” EFPIA said in a news release (3).
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As was demonstrated by the recent COVID-19 pandemic, the bio/
pharma industry has the capacity to act quickly in crisis situations, and
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this recent emergency is proving no different. Many companies have
already made donations and committed their support to humanitarian
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stand for peace” (3).
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An Overview of the
UK’s National AI Strategy
The UK’s National AI Strategy underpins the government’s long-term commitment
and ambitions to enhancing the country’s digital ecosystem, with the health
and life sciences sectors seen as pivotal contributors to meeting these aims.

O

n 22 Sep. 2021, the Secretary of State for Digital,

The three core pillars

Culture, Media, and Sport (DCMS) published the

The agenda for the next 10 years is shaped by the

Bianca PiachaudMoustakis is lead

United Kingdom’s National Artificial Intelligence (AI)

three core pillars of the Strategy, under which three

writer at Pharmavision,

Strategy (the ‘Strategy’). In its published form, the

key goals have been set.

Pharmavision.co.uk.

Strategy sets out a 10-year plan to make the UK “a

The goals are:

global AI superpower” building on R&D successes in

• To experience significant growth in the number

the field, as well as previous AI Sector Deal investment,
and the establishment of AI bodies and structures,
such as the AI Council and Centre for Data Ethics and
Innovation (CDEI) (1).
The Strategy follows a raft of related plans,

and type of AI systems discovered in the UK
• To benefit from the highest amount of
economic and productivity growth due to AI
• To establish the most trusted and pro-innovation
system for AI governance in the world (9).

strategies, and roadmaps, such as the National

The three core pillars are:

Data Strategy (December 2020) (2), the AI Council’s

• Investing in the long-term needs of the AI ecosystem

AI Roadmap (January 2021) (3), the Plan for Digital

• Ensuring AI benefits all sectors and regions

Regulation (July 2021) (4), and the UK Innovation

• Governing AI effectively (9).

Strategy (July 2021) (5). The publication of the UK

Each pillar is divided into short-term (three months)

National AI Strategy follows guidance issued by

and long-term (3–12 months) outputs, where the Strategy

the European Commission (EC), which published

introduces numerous policies and commitments that will

its own comprehensive proposals for regulating AI

be implemented. The three pillars identify ‘people’, ‘data’,

technologies in April 2021, and which regards health as

‘computing power’, and ‘finance’ as being key drivers to

an important application area (6).

progress, discovery, and to achieving strategic advantage

The UK remains first in Europe and ranks third

in AI, with the acknowledgement that governance and

globally, behind the United States and China, for private

regulation will need to keep pace with technological

investment in AI technologies (7). For its part, the UK

development. As such, the Strategy specifies particular

government has invested more than £2.3 billion into AI

courses of action that will be pursued.

since 2014, and the Strategy outlines the government’s
vision to build on this progress. The Strategy reflects not

Strategy for AI in health and social care

just the UK’s ambition to use AI for regional prosperity

In August 2019, the National Health Service (NHS) AI

and across sectors, but also to play a key part in

Lab was created to accelerate the development of safe,

addressing global challenges such as achieving net zero,

ethical, and effective AI-driven technologies to deal with

health resilience, and environmental sustainability (8).

challenges in health and social care. The NHS AI Lab

beugdesign - Stock.adobe.com

operates under the auspice of NHSX, a UK government

The essence of the Strategy

body charged with the responsibility for setting national

The Strategy notes that no definition of AI is suitable

policy and developing best practice for NHS technology,

for every scenario and therefore differentiates AI

digital and data, including data sharing and transparency.

as “machines that perform tasks normally requiring

The NHS AI Lab, under the guidance of NHSX, is also

human intelligence, especially when the machines

charged with the responsibility for formulating a new

learn from data how to do those tasks” (9). This

National Strategy for AI in Health and Social Care,

definition helps differentiate AI from other technology

contained in Pillar 2 of the National AI Strategy, which

or digital policy.

places a strong emphasis on ensuring that the transition
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European Regulatory Watch

to an AI-enabled economy transcends all sectors and regions

in ensuring compliance across borders, the greater the

in the UK. A draft National Strategy for AI in Health and Social

divergence between regulatory environments (12).

Care is expected in early 2022, which will set the agenda for
AI in the health and social care sector towards 2030.
For companies operating in the AI, data-driven health,

While the EC has also set out a plan to boost AI
innovation, it will strictly regulate applications that could
impinge on fundamental rights and product safety and

and life sciences sectors, it is clear that the interplay

includes bans for some ‘unacceptable’ uses of AI such

between factors such as R&D, digital technologies, data

as government-conducted social scoring (11). However,

security and privacy, infrastructure, and ethics will mean

implementing this approach in healthcare will be more

that organizations will need to keep a holistic eye on the

difficult as it will require the careful balancing of core values

spectrum of related developments (both within the UK and

with a detailed consideration of nuances of health and AI

abroad), particularly as the UK looks to navigate its new

technologies (13). To this end, the EC needs to consider AI’s

position post-Brexit (1).

ability to adapt to different users and contexts, as a ‘onesize-fits-all’ approach may not yield the necessary outcomes

Comparison with other national strategies

in the context of healthcare, a notion recognized by the US

The UK National AI Strategy’s focus on economic growth

Food and Drug Administration (FDA) amongst others (14).

is consistent with the national AI strategies adopted by

Ultimately, the timelines for AI regulation are also

countries elsewhere. Nevertheless, there are some features

crucial. The EC’s AI proposal is currently undergoing

of the Strategy that differentiate it from approaches

legislative scrutiny in the European Parliament and Council.

adopted by other countries, such as its aim to develop

If the EU adopts its legislation before the UK formally

the UK’s compute infrastructure of AI applications (4).

adopts theirs, the EU will have first mover advantage,

Despite the significance of such infrastructure to support

depriving the UK of the opportunity to act as a trendsetter

the advancement of AI, the only other country to address

for AI regulatory standards. Instead, the UK could find itself

compute capacity in its national AI strategy is the US.

obliged to align with EU standards (15). Nevertheless, the

Another distinguishing feature of the Strategy is its focus

formulation of the UK’s National AI Strategy, and within it

on international technical standards as a mechanism for

the anticipated new National Strategy for AI in Health and

governing AI. In this instance, the UK (along with Australia)

Social Care, underpins the UK government’s long-term

appears to be more focused on influencing technical

commitment and ambitions to supporting and enhancing

standards for AI systems, such as requirements for

the country’s digital ecosystem. It also signals the vital

documentation and reliability testing, rather than developing

importance of the health and life sciences sectors as a

the legislation itself (8). This approach underscores the

pivotal contributor to meeting these aims.

British government’s intention to establish the UK as a
‘safe harbour’ for the development of AI technologies and
that less regulation will encourage innovation in the sector.
However, this position is in stark contrast with the EC’s
own position on AI regulation, where it proposes to strictly
regulate certain types of ‘high risk’ AI technologies (6).
Furthermore, divergence from the EU on key points, such
as those relating to data, may also make it harder for AI
developers and companies using AI technologies in the UK
to operate in the EU (and vice versa). More importantly, it
could also risk the continuity of the 28 June Data Adequacy
Decision (DAD) granted by the European Union (EU) when
the UK left the EU, which was designed to avoid any conflict
between British and European data protection legislation.
The DAD ensures the continued and unimpeded transfer of
data from the EU to the UK (10).

The path ahead
The UK’s National AI Strategy, which contrasts markedly with
the EU’s own proposed AI rules, indicates that the country
is keen to ensure it gains an economic boost, post-Brexit.
To this end, the UK government is trying to strike a balance
within the middle (11). At a national level, this will indeed be
helpful to start-ups and smaller businesses, focused initially
on the UK market. However, for international businesses and
those looking to scale, there will be increased costs involved

8
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The Shape of
Dosage Forms
Technological advances are helping
shape the dosage forms of the future.

Felicity Thomas

I

t is well-known that oral solid dosage (OSD) forms

in gene therapies using adeno-associated viral

remain the market leader, with recent research

(AAV) vectors and lipid nanoparticles to deliver

estimating the market size to be worth nearly
US$8.5 billion (€7.73 billion) by 2027 (1). “OSD forms

messenger RNA (mRNA).”
“A key consideration in my view is that, with

such as tablets and capsules continue to be popular

the ever-increasing diversity and complexity of

dosage forms in the healthcare sector being the

novel therapeutic modalities and APIs that must

preferred delivery system due to them being patient

be injected to achieve efficacy, the need for sterile

friendly,” confirms Anil Kane, PhD, MBA, senior

medicines will see a corresponding rise,” states

director, global technical scientific affairs, pharma

Hanns-Christian Mahler, CEO of ten23 health. It is

services, Thermo Fisher Scientific. “However,

likely, he continues, that as a result of this trend

the number of biologics and large molecules [is]

there will be a drive towards easier-to-administer

growing, and this is also seen in the increase in the

(or self-administered) medicines via devices, for

demand for sterile injectable dosage forms.”

example, which should improve compliance and
overall therapeutic success.

Irina Shi - Stock.adobe.com

Impactful trends

“Ever-changing industry dynamics in recent years

For Cornell Stamoran, PhD, vice-president of

have had a considerable impact on the development

Strategy and co-chair of the Catalent Applied

and use of dosage forms for drug delivery,”

Drug Delivery Institute, a key trend impacting drug

specifies Jnanadeva Bhat, head—Formulation R&D

dosage forms has been the increasing complexity

(Pharma & Nutra), ACG Group. “One such change

of drug formulations. “[This increasing complexity

has been the improvement of existing products

has been] driven by strong pipeline growth of newer

which can offer significant advantages, such as

modalities and mechanisms, the need for targeted

better therapeutic efficacy, whilst at the same time

delivery, and bioavailability-challenged compounds,

minimizing development expenses and timelines.”

along with more frequent use of formulations and

As a result, Bhat continues, there has been

dose forms to enable patient self-administration,

an increase in the drug dosage form portfolio

or reduce the complexity of treatment regimens,”

in general for the industry. Additionally, more

he says. “We have also seen important progress

research is being performed on larger and more

Pharmaceutical Technology Europe
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Cover Story: Drug Dosage Forms

complex entities and biologics so

but for biologics there is strong

Siahboomi. However, advances

that challenges, such as solubility

growth in infusion delivery. “Across

in computing power and new

and bioavailability issues can

both small- and large-molecule

capabilities in artificial intelligence

be overcome, he states. “Low

injectable launches, the use of

(AI) are providing opportunities

solubility molecules have been a

prefilled syringes and autoinjectors

for accelerated innovation in drug

major dosage form development

is increasing,” he adds. “Also

dosage design, he specifies.

challenge,” Bhat says.

notable is a growing focus on dose
forms that are most appropriate for

Technological advances

OSD forms have remained a stable

paediatric and geriatric patients,

“Technological advancement

trend with continuing popularity

driven in part by the increased

is supporting ongoing drug

over the years. “There is continuous

expectations of regulators.”

development and the manufacturing

However, Bhat points out that

competition and research in this

innovation needed to sustain it,”

area of pharmaceutical dosage

exceptionally prevalent in 2021

continues Gold. “For example, we

forms to be ahead of the race,

is the fast launch of vaccines to

are seeing continuous improvement

and also to reach a greater

combat COVID-19, which have

to critical processing approaches

segment of the population,” he

progressed from bench to use in

and techniques, especially

states. “In particular, capsules

billions of patients at incredible

handling complex and increasingly

have a multitude of benefits in

speeds, Kane stresses. “A direct

potent compounds. Equipment

terms of easier development and

impact of the pandemic is the

manufacturers are responding

administration. The significant

increase in demand for sterile

with system designs that integrate

demand we are seeing right now

injectable dosage forms for

containment technologies to

creates room for more innovations

vaccines in vials. There are many

control operator exposure and

across product lines.”

other vaccines and injectables in

prevent other issues like cross

development, as well as clinical

contamination.”

“There is a strong desire to
move from injectables to simpler

trials that have resulted in increased

oral administration; this would

demand on capacity for sterile

technologies evolve, manufacturers

provide opportunities for life-cycle

injectable formats,” he says.

are afforded the opportunity to

management as well as patient-

Another major trend has been

Moreover, as manufacturing

introduce new and improved

centricity, especially in enabling

the increasing complexity and

processes and production

technologies to allow

risk of the drug product supply

efficiencies, which are supported

oral delivery of biologics,”

chain, asserts Thomas B. “Brad”

through the technology’s ability

emphasizes Ali Rajabi-Siahboomi,

Gold, PhD, vice-president,

to gather process data, Gold adds.

vice-president—chief innovation

Pharmaceutical Development,

“The more data these systems

officer, Colorcon. “The oral route

Metrics Contract Services. “Fall-out

provide the more useful the

remains the gold standard. It

from the pandemic, as well as other

feedback is at improving robustness

considers patient convenience

geopolitical dynamics will continue

and determining if the process

and self-administration, in

to impact the reliable supply of the

capable of being validated in the

addition to dose accuracy and

many elements critical to finishing

first place. Best practice is calling

speed of manufacturing of

and dispensing drugs to patients,”

for the increased application of

tablets for oral route.”

he adds. “Managing the longer

process analytical technologies

lead times necessary for obtaining

(PAT) for example, to support

accounted for nearly 40% of the

critical excipients and primary

continuous improvement,” he says.

53 novel drug products approved

packaging for example will continue

“Digitization and automation

by the Center for Drug Evaluation

to challenge contract manufacturers

can provide accurate and efficient

and Research (CDER) (2). And of the

and have the potential to impact

support,” agrees Rajabi-Siahboomi,

21 newly approved OSD products,

market timelines.”

who explains that it is possible

“In 2020, oral solid products

14 were tablets and seven were

“Many new chemical compounds

to use technological advances,

capsules,” remarks Kane. “In 2021,

have high potency and are sensitive

such as AI, to be able to screen

the total number of approved drugs

to environmental conditions like

and identify molecules that can

was 50, of which 52% (26 products)

moisture, oxygen, and heat, as

be progressed further through

were injectable dosage forms

well as potential interactions with

development. “AI screening has

and 46% (23 products) were OSDs

other formulation components or

a high potential for undruggable

(15 tablets and eight capsules),” (3).

gastro-intestinal environments,

sites—the term ‘undruggable’ is

causing them to undergo oxidation,

used to describe a protein that is

forms are preferential, certainly for

hydrolysis, or another degradation

not pharmacologically capable of

innovator small-molecule drugs,

path,” emphasizes Rajabi-

being targeted; recently, however,

Stamoran concurs that OSD

10

A trend that has been
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substantial efforts have been made to turn these proteins into
‘druggable’ targets. The resulting new compounds have high
potency and may potentially be unstable,” he says. “AI will enable
better insight into identifying target proteins.”
Additionally, Rajabi-Siahboomi notes that three-dimensional
(3D) printing technology is gaining momentum within industry,
for the purposes of solid dosage manufacture. “3D printing
allows the production of tablets with more than one active
substance characterized by different properties and with
different dissolution profiles. It has good potential, depending
on the production method, as it can provide unique patientcentric dosages and improve stability by producing individual
dosage forms that can be presented to patients in a short
time,” he states. “This technology is still in development
with some success in the nutraceuticals market and limited
approvals in pharma.”
For Bhat, there are two ways in which technology has
helped to shape dosage form evolution. “One aspect is related
to operations and manufacturing, and the other is related to
the research and development of novel dosage forms,” he

THE FOCUS OF

says. When considering the former—operations and
manufacturing—Bhat reveals that through the various
innovations in equipment and techniques it has been possible
to accelerate processes. “Automation improvements have also
been aimed at continuous manufacturing, maximum production
yield, and minimum losses,” he adds.
In terms of dosage form innovations, there are numerous
novel ways to deliver, manufacture, and formulate therapeutics,
Bhat continues. “For example, prefilled syringes and automated
injectors for injectable dosage forms are accurate, reliable, and
convenient. They reduce the need for medical supervision and
facilitate easier self-administration,” he specifies. “In the case
of oral delivery, nanotechnology in formulation development
has emerged with many advantages in terms of increased
efficacy and bioavailability of drug molecules. Thus, continuous
innovation and evolution can reduce or bridge the gap between
demand and developmental challenges in dosage forms.”
There have been significant advances in drug delivery thanks
to innovation in materials science and manufacturing processes,
explains Stamoran. “For example, development of new softgel
capsules now allow these dose forms to offer inherent enteric
protection and extended-release formulation,” he says. “We have

OUR WORK:
7.7 BILLION

PEOPLE.

The numbers speak
for themselves.
Wherever the journey may take you – you will never walk
alone. At Syntegon, we are there for you from the very first
idea to the installation of your system and beyond. Our
focus: Satisfied customers and high-quality products. Be it
packaging materials, machine applications or new recipes:
our first-class technologies and customized consulting
services help you to forge your path.

also seen innovations in functional coating technology, nonglass alternatives for injectables, and new excipients, which can
enhance a drug’s performance or even shift treatment regimens
to less invasive routes of administration.”
Furthermore, process innovations are enabling development
progression, such as the improved scale of production
for therapeutic proteins thanks to breakthrough cell-line
development, Stamoran points out. “Additionally, equipment and
process innovations have enabled critical scale-up increases
for AAVs in the field of gene therapy, while the potential
implementation of continuous manufacturing in both API and
dose form manufacturing also continues to progress,” he adds.

www.syntegon.com

According to Mahler, it can appear that there is limited
innovation in the area of sterile products, as a result of the
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reliance of pharmaceutical

Impactful solutions

pills—where an ingestible sensor

products on prior use to ensure

Prominent technological advances,

is embedded in a pill—can be used

safety and regulatory compliance.

such as AI, additive manufacturing,

for the provision of data on the

“Lyophilization remains the drying

blockchain, and other Industry 4.0

administration of the therapy as well

method of choice for products that

technologies, are impacting various

as the physiological condition of

require drying; primary containers

aspects of drug development

the patient, he explains. “Ingestible

are typically made of glass; there

confirms Rajabi-Siahboomi. For

sensors in smart oral drug delivery

aren’t really any novel formulation

example, AI is providing industry

dosage forms such as tablets

excipients,” he notes.

with more efficient ways of isolating

and capsules will revolutionize

potential clinical candidates and

diagnostics, clinical monitoring, data

has advanced very significantly,”

continuous manufacturing is

collection, and data analytics in the

Mahler asserts. “And whilst

offering cost and time-efficient

health care industry,” Kane adds.

innovation may not be apparent at

production of therapies, he states.

“At the same time, technology

first sight, it surely is on the second:

“Smart medicines are a digitized
form of traditional medicines. There

the understanding of stabilization

invaluable resource to help

are typically two components

mechanisms has significantly

developers enhance material

required to digitize a medicine—

grown, we now understand the role

properties so that innovative

a target and a sensor,” Kane

of some excipients like polysorbates

manufacturing techniques, such

continues. “With smart medicines,

in the formulation, we understand

as 3D printing, may be employed,

the target is applied directly to

the various interactions between

Rajabi-Siahboomi continues.

the medicine via a coating or ink,

the process and the formulation

“Hot melt extrusion (HME), which

and the sensing device (a cell

and the packaging components.

enhances material properties, is

phone application) is used to

Hence, development of sterile

emerging as a key technology for

read the medicine and convert

medicines has become much

the continuous manufacture of

the signal into a digital format in a

more informed, enabled by

drugs within the pharmaceutical

matter of seconds.”

analytical technologies.”

industry. One notable advantage

On-dose authentication

is the ability to produce a variety

technologies can help to monitor

a notable change in the dosage

of formulations, such as solid

patients and their administration of

forms under development thanks

dose forms, which improve drug

a therapeutic regimen, as well as

to technological advances and

bioavailability,” he says.

ensure the medicine is authentic.

Kane believes that there will be

“Also, inline PAT tools can be

improved understanding of

The technology incorporates

processes. Areas of particular

integrated with the HME process

identification, such as bar codes

interest for Kane are biologics in

to support a quality-by-design

and spectral images, on the dosage

OSD forms and the oral delivery of

(QbD) approach to continuous

form, Kane specifies.

human microbiome and probiotics.

manufacturing,” Rajabi-Siahboomi

“A variety of formulation

explains. “HME extrusion has been

and manufacturing strategies

technology and processes such

shown to molecularly disperse

are supporting more accurate,

as lyophilization, cryo-protection,

poorly soluble drugs in a polymer

controlled OSD delivery to improve

targeted drug delivery, [and]

carrier, increasing dissolution

efficacy and patient outcomes,”

in-vitro simulation models coupled

rates and bioavailability. The most

emphasizes Gold. By way of

with unprecedented recent

common difficulty encountered

example, he highlights how mini-

developments in materials such as

in producing such dispersions is

tablets are emerging as a format

surfactants, permeation enhancers,

the stabilization of amorphous

that can provide an increased

polymers, muco-adhesive materials,

drugs, which prevents them from

patient-centred dosing experience.

and so on, are propelling advances

recrystallization during storage.

“Configurable in single- or multiple-

in these areas and are likely to

Advances in both materials

unit oral forms, mini-tablets have

make oral delivery of biologics,

and equipment have increased

enormous potential to promote

microbiome, and probiotics a clinical

the development of equipment

dosing flexibility and target dose

reality,” Kane says. “Advances

and chemicals for specific use

forms to meet the unmet needs

in specialized processes such as

with HME.”

of different patient populations,

“Increased knowledge of

Digitized solutions that can

spray drying and lyophilization

12

Extrusion technology is an

like children or patients who have

will help formulating peptides,

provide useful information,

trouble swallowing,” Gold says.

oligonucleotides, enzymes, and

such as digital pills, smart pill,

“Because of their size, usually less

proteins into stable solid or liquid

smart medicine, and on-dose

than 3 mm or less, these forms can

states that can be formulated into

authentication, are considered to

be used to accomplish a number of

capsules or tablets.”

be of importance by Kane. Digital

oral drug delivery strategies.”
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field of pharmaceutical applications

legislative proposals in the [United

technology for Anita Solanki, lead—

because of the possibility of

States] that may establish an [US

White Papers, Formulation R&D

faster formulation of tailor-made

Food and Drug Administration]

(Pharma and Nutra), ACG Group,

medicines which can be employed

FDA pathway for new platform

has been fixed-dose combinations

in personalized treatment,” notes

technology review, providing a

(FDCs). “Combining two or more

Solanki. “Patient-centred dosage

smoother route for rapid adoption

drug molecules can offer improved

forms could be developed via 3D

of innovation.”

efficacy, as opposed to increasing

printing. Not only personalized

the dose of a single drug—this

dosage forms, but also different

specifically, on-dose authentication,

is known as the synergistic

drug combinations, shapes, and

will be trending in the future,

effect,” she specifies. “To sum

release patterns can be achieved

according to Rajabi-Siahboomi.

up, minimized drug resistance,

with 3D printing technologies.”

Through these novel technologies,

The most impactful dosage form

maximized patient centricity,

Inhalation as a drug delivery

Smart medicines and, more

not only is it possible to deter

and the synergistic effect are the

route is undergoing extensive

counterfeiters, but it is also

advantages for FDC

research and will remain a hot topic

possible to help patients engage

in drug delivery.”

for the future as it is no longer

better with their medicines,

restricted to respiratory disorders

he specifies. “In other words,

significant changes in the time I

alone, remarks Solanki. “Capsules

‘smart’ medicines not only bring

have been involved in drug delivery

based dry powder inhalation

authentication closer to the patient

are the advances in characterizing

formulations are one of the

but also help them feel more

and addressing bioavailability

preferred choices, because of their

comfortable with how they take the

challenges for oral delivery,

affordability in comparison to other

medicine,” Rajabi-Siahboomi states.

which have become increasingly

inhalation dosage forms. Inhalation

“Non-adherence is a huge challenge

prevalent in the industry’s pipeline

device and product combination will

for healthcare systems and

compounds,” states Stamoran.

make sure that an unskilled patient

patients may have many reasons

“Starting with better assessment

receives the intended effect, whilst

for not taking their medicine.

tools to predict bioavailability

also being easy to handle and

All patients can benefit from

characteristics, to a more

carry,” she says.

greater information and support

“For small molecules, the most

that ultimately improves safety

comprehensive technology toolkit

Gold expects there to be two

to solve the issues noted, the path

trends in particular that will be

to addressing these challenges

influential on dosage forms and

today is far easier than in the past.”

formulation over the course of

be a primary consideration. “My

and adherence.”
For Mahler sustainability should

the next decade. He believes

perception is that many companies

Stamoran highlights three

that medicinal chemists will be

have excused a lack of product

developments as being most

increasingly able to understand

sustainability focus with the

impactful: “the advances made in

the genetic resistance (or lack

need to treat the patient(s). In my

design, manufacture, and use of

thereof) to certain compounds and

view, both aspects should not be

AAVs for gene therapy, including

that it will be possible to rebuild

mutually exclusive,” he summarizes.

increasing understanding of patient

lost tissue, treat joint and bone

“Cradle-to-grave considerations

safety-related factors of high-dose

pain, and many other diseases and

for modern dosage forms are

therapies; the large-scale clinical

conditions, thanks to advances

required to be embedded early in

validation of lipid nanoparticle-

in autologous and allogenic

development. And this should and

based delivery of mRNA (COVID-19

regenerative stem cell therapies.

In the case of large molecules,

vaccines); and the emerging

“The continuing evolution of

opportunity for linkers and a site

emerging modalities will continue to

specific bioconjugation technology,

push delivery technology innovation

with a wider therapeutic window

needs, to deliver to specific targets,

and improved manufacturability of

enhance safety profiles, and ensure

antibody-drug conjugates,” he says.

manufacturability and patient
usability,” stresses Stamoran.

Trends for the future

“Sustainability continues to grow

“There is a conspicuous move in

in importance, both in terms of

the direction of personalization

raw material production/green

and customization of treatment

chemistry, and the operation of

for the coming decade. 3D printing

development and manufacturing

techniques are important in the

activities. Finally, there are active

has to go way, way beyond CO 2
emission calculations and offset.”
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“The microbiome field is exploding,
with a lot of bright minds working in
the area. People are establishing links
between microbiome composition
and diseases ranging from those
having obvious bacterial etiology
(e.g., infectious and gastrointestinal
diseases like bacterial dysentery)
to disorders that are not typically
associated with bacterial infections,
such as obesity, cancer, and others,”
Sulakvelidze explains. “That means
that with bacteriophages we not
only have the potential to manage

The State of
Phage Therapy

drug-resistant infections, but also a

Bacteriophages could be crucial weapons
in the fight against antibiotic-resistant bacteria.

comprises hundreds of bacterial

tool that may be able to beneficially
modulate the microbiome to address
both infectious and noninfectious
diseases,” he states.
Indeed, the human microbiome
species, and maintaining the
right balance of “good” and “bad”

Cynthia A. Challener,
PhD, is contributing
editor at Pharmaceutical
Technology Europe.

T

bacteria in the gut microbiome helps
reatment of bacterial infections with bacteriophages (phages)—

maintain health through multiple

viruses that enter bacterial cells and rapidly multiply, quickly

mechanisms including modulation

rupturing the cells and destroying the bacteria—has been known to be

of inflammation and regulation of

effective since the early 1920s. The advent of broad-spectrum antibiotics

protective gastrointestinal functions,

led to a halt in phage therapy research, however, except in Eastern

according to Sulakvelidze. “Lytic

Europe, particularly Georgia, and to some extent France (1).

bacteriophages are superbly suited

Bacteria, meanwhile, have developed resistance to many antibiotics,

for gentle and targeted fine-tuning of

and new “superbugs” that cannot be treated with even the most

the microbiome by killing their specific

powerful antibiotics are increasingly common. There is real potential

targeted bacterial pathogens without

that the world could enter a post-antibiotic era in which giving birth or

disturbing the normal microflora—a

getting a simplecut could present a serious risk of death. The situation

unique biological property that is

is exacerbated by the fact that antibiotics have long since been

increasingly explored for developing

commoditized, and most major pharmaceutical companies halted their

novel tools for microbiome modulation

antibiotic development programmes in favour of investments in more

and research,” he observes.

lucrative areas such as oncology. Few new antibiotics drugs have been
approved as a result.
Consequently, the need for alternatives to traditional antibiotics

Different
mechanism of action

has become urgent. In addition to leading to the development of novel

While broad-spectrum antibiotics

chemical approaches, the current threat of antimicrobial resistance

are attractive because they can

is driving renewed interest in phage therapy. A lack of appropriate

be used to treat a wide range of

infrastructure and specific regulatory framework are two main challenges

bacterial infections, they also do

to the realization of marketed products. Fortunately, developers of

not discriminate between “good”

phage-based treatments expect these hurdles to be surmountable in the

and “bad” bacteria. Dysbiosis and

medium term, with several candidates in or soon to enter clinical trials.

secondary infections (e.g., fungal

14

disease, reactive arthritis, etc.) can

Fighting bacteria that are resistant to current antibiotics is what most

occur as a result, complications

people see as the main driver of interest in the development of phage-

that have not been observed with

based therapies. For Alexander “Sandro” Sulakvelidze, president and

phages (1). Phages could also be

CEO of bacteriophage developer Intralytix, there is another important

beneficial for patients with allergies

factor: growing understanding of the human microbiome and its role

to the commonly used penicillins,

in health and disease.

sulfonamides, and tetracyclines.
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infections, inflammatory bowel

Drug resistance not the only driver

Development

that the medical infrastructure that

dosage protocols, and the length

Sulakvelidze, phages infect bacteria

exists for the treatment of bacterial

of phage treatments, for instance,

by first attaching to their cell

infections in most of the world has

creates uncertainty with respect to the

membranes. They then inject DNA

been designed around antibiotics (2).

development of clinical programmes

into the host cells. Within 60 seconds,

From susceptibility testing kits to the

(2). On the positive side, however, many

the phage DNA takes over and shuts

sophisticated machinery required for

of the disadvantages of phage-based

down the cellular machinery of the

high-throughput testing and the training

therapy relate to infrastructure and

bacteria, which allows for phage DNA

of hospital and clinical personnel,

knowledge gaps that can be resolved

replication. Within 20–40 minutes,

everything is geared toward antibiotics,

as the field progresses.

approximately 40–200 bacteriophages

Sulakvelidze comments.

At the simplistic level, notes

exist in each of the bacterial cells,

“The business model for

Even so, Sulakvelidze comments
that the advances Intralytix and other

causing the cells to burst. The bacteria

phages is very different from that

bacteriophage developers, such as

die, and the phages are released to

for antibiotics, which creates a

Adaptive Phage Therapeutics and

seek out and infect additional targets.

whole range of challenges from

Armata Pharmaceuticals, have made

manufacturing and distribution to

have taken longer than he anticipated.

from that of traditional antibiotics. As

diagnosis and identification of the

“Even with the many years of work

a result, while bacteria can become

right phage treatment for each

and growing number of companies

resistant to phages, the mechanisms

patient,” says Sulakvelidze.

involved in the field, it will still be

This mechanism of action is different

For Grégory Resch, head of the

many years before phage-based

one against antibiotics. “The resistance

laboratory of bacteriophages at the

therapy becomes a mainstream

that bacteria develop to antibiotics

Center for Research and Innovation

treatment or at least somewhat

does not affect their resistance to

in Clinical Pharmaceutical Sciences

commonly used,” he contends.

phages, making these two approaches

at Lausanne University Hospital,

complementary,” Sulakvelidze

Switzerland, one of the biggest

observes. Indeed, often phages can

challenges is the complexity

Surmounting roadblocks
step by step

be effective against bacteria that have

around producing many different

Intralytix was formed in 1998 by

developed resistance to antibiotics.

specific phages under good

Sulakvelidze and his post-doctoral

There have been several case reports

manufacturing practice (GMP)

advisor Glenn Morris, an infectious

of the effective emergency treatment

conditions, which contrasts with the

disease specialist who had a patient die

of patients for which conventional

existing access to broad-spectrum

after a sophisticated surgical procedure

antibiotics have failed (1).

antibiotics. He also notes that

due to a drug-resistant infection of

patenting phages is not as obvious,

the intestine—and who was not

because many of them can easily be

familiar with phage-based therapy.

isolated from the environment.

The initial goal of the company, says

involved are very different from the

Specificity a
two-edged sword
The specificity of phages is

Phages are manufactured via

Sulakvelidze, was to develop phages to

advantageous because it does not

fermentation using the bacteria that

treat infections caused by vancomycin-

result in the death of desirable bacteria.

serve as the natural host of the phage

resistant bacteria called enterococci or

It is, however, one of the reasons that

in question. The phage reproduces,

VRE. It became quickly apparent to the

phages fell out of favour after the

killing the bacteria. The phage must

founders that the time was not right

introduction of antibiotics. For phage

then be separated from the dead

for targeting clinical applications given

therapy to be effective, it is necessary

bacteria and purified, as the dead

the long list of challenges for human

to know which bacterium is causing

bacteria and other contaminants

medical applications.

the infection, which is not the case for

can cause undesired immune

broad-spectrum antibiotics, according

responses. Fortunately, advances

to food safety, which has given the

to Sulakvelidze. It can take time to

in fermentation technology and

company time to establish greater

identify the specific phage or cocktail

downstream processing have enabled

knowledge, build a manufacturing

of phages that will be effective, time

successful, large-scale production of

facility and develop effective

that some patients may not have,

high-quality phage-based products,

production processes, work with

particularly in cases where phages are

according to Sulakvelidze.

regulators, and establish some of

used as a treatment of last resort (1).

Production challenges, although

Instead, Intralytix shifted its focus

the infrastructure needed to support

they are being addressed, are

phage-based products. Its first

Antibiotics creating
problem and inhibiting
alternative solutions

further complicated by a lack of an

commercial product was ListShield,

established regulatory framework for

an all-natural, non-chemical

the approval of phage-based therapies.

antimicrobial preparation for

Another difficulty facing the advance

The absence of a clear definition for

controlling the foodborne bacterial

of phage-based therapies is the fact

bacteriophages, common and validated

pathogen Listeria monocytogenes.
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Development

based therapies have been completed

people can go to get treated with

revenues from its portfolio of phage-

in chronic otitis media, respiratory

bacteriophages by properly trained

based food protection products

infections, infected burn wounds,

experts with access to the right

to support the development of

gastrointestinal disorders, urinary

equipment. When enough centres

nutraceuticals and drug candidates.

tract infections, and venous leg ulcers

are established, phage-based therapy

The company will launch its first dietary

(1). The most common targets, says

will become more commonplace

supplement/probiotic pill to enhance

Sulakvelidze, are gastrointestinal and

nationwide, but progress toward that

natural gut resistance against certain

wound/skin infections.

goal will be incremental.”

Today, Intralytix is using the sales

pathogenic bacteria in March 2022,
with a second to be introduced in 2023.

One of Intralytix’s prototype phage

produce phages under GMP conditions

wounds was successfully used during a

will need to be constructed to support

focused on the development of

Phase I human clinical trial in Lubbock,

the products that advance to late-stage

drug candidates are also leveraging

Texas—the first Phase I trial in wound

clinical trials and commercialization.

advanced genome sequencing and

healing in the United States. The

metagenomics technologies to

company’s EcoActive bacteriophage

for having high expectations for

engineer genetically modified phages

therapy targeting adherent-invasive

bacteriophages in medical applications

with improved patentability, according

Escherichia coli (AIEC) in Crohn’s

is the experience Intralytix has had

to Resch. He adds that the hope is that

disease patients entered a Phase I/

with FDA regarding its food safety

these advanced phages will also have

IIa clinical trial in 2019 and is currently

products. “The first product took

enhanced activity without impairing

enrolling participants at the Icahn

four years to get approved, with a

safety, but sufficient evidence of this

School of Medicine at the Mount Sinai

lot of back-and-forth between the

benefit has yet to be gathered.

Hospital in New York, NY.

company and FDA that largely involved

Some phage-based companies

Academic centres and government

In October 2021, Intralytix

Part of Sulakvelidze’s reason

educating one another. The agency

bodies are also getting involved in

received clearance from the US

has required considerably less time (9

the field of phage-based therapies,

Food and Drug Administration (FDA)

to 12 months) to reach decisions on

helping startup companies with

for an investigational new drug

subsequent products,” he observes.

funding and other means of support.

(IND) application for ShigActive, a

One example highlighted by Resch is

bacteriophage preparation to manage

experience to translate to the

IPATH, the Center for Innovative Phage

Shigella infections in humans, of which

company’s human health products.

Applications and Therapeutics, which is

there are approximately 125 million

“FDA’s Center for Biologic Evaluation

located at the University of California,

cases and 14,000 deaths worldwide,

and Research is very much open

San Diego School of Medicine and the

the majority of the latter in children

and willing to work with companies

first dedicated phage therapy centre in

under the age of five. The company

developing phage-based therapies

North America.

is also in the pre-IND stage with a

to establish a regulatory framework

candidate to treat VRE infections.

for ascertaining their safety and

A few clinical trials

Altogether, Sulakvelidze says Intralytix

effectiveness,” he comments.

Over the past one hundred-plus years,

will be starting three additional clinical

phages have been administered to

trials in the next 18 to 24 months.

humans orally (tablets and liquids),

Sulakvelidze expects that

“With the potential for
bacteriophages when used in
combination with antibiotics as first-

rectally, topically (skin, eye, ear, etc.) as

Hopeful future

line therapies to provide personalized

rinses and creams, intravenously, and

The increasing number of

treatment solutions for challenging

via other delivery approaches.

developmental drug products and

patient infections, there is the real

clinical trials is a hopeful sign for the

[opportunity] for this new approach

in preclinical development for the

future of phage-based therapy and

to be democratizing,” insists Resch.

treatment of a wide variety of diseases,

a first step in advancing the field.

That potential in conjunction with

including lung, wound and gut

During the next few years, Sulakvelidze

the urgent need for solutions to the

infections, as well as endocarditis and

expects to see even more clinical trials

rapidly growing threat of antibiotic

many other diseases that are difficult-

and greater numbers of people involved

resistance point to a bright future for

to-treat because of the potential

in generating an ever-broadening

phage-based therapies.

for complications due to antibiotic

base of scientific knowledge and

resistance.

establishing the infrastructure needed

Today, phage-based therapies are

When it comes to clinical trials,
only a few have been conducted and/
or are ongoing in Western medicine,
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Resch adds that greater capacity to

preparations for treating infected

to enable a phage-based approach to
the treatment of disease.
“Eventually,” Sulakvelidze remarks,

according to Sulakvelidze. Phase I

“there will be more reference centres

and Phase II studies involving phage-

and clinics—maybe a handful—where
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performance that can aid in rapidly
progressing formulation efforts. At
the same time, developers need to
avoid the risk of trying to progress
overly complex formulations, which
may add unnecessary time or cost
to the drug development process.
While speed is critical, it shouldn’t
come at the expense of sufficient
product quality.
Kippax (Malvern Panalytical):
No matter what type of drug product
you are developing, the principal
challenge—or opportunity—is to

Successfully Accelerating
Formulation Strategies

identify and deploy the techniques

Developers need to consider key challenges when
approaching accelerated formulation strategies to ensure success.

will ensure you’re tracking quality

that are relevant to assessing your
sample’s critical material attributes
(CMAs). If you are not applying the
right methods, you may not achieve
the design space understanding that
throughout development and into
manufacturing—this could lead to

Felicity Thomas

A

expensive late-stage failures.
ccelerated formulation strategies can aid with cost and
time-efficiencies in drug development. However, there are

So, it’s vital to take a samplecentric approach to understand

key challenges of which developers must be aware to ensure

which CMAs define the performance

success. To discuss the primary hurdles to accelerated formulation

of your formulation. For example,

strategies and best practices for developers, Pharmaceutical

is it relevant to measure particle

Technology Europe spoke with a panel of experts. The panel

size for your API? If you’re

included Paul Kippax, Pharmaceutical Sector director at Malvern

working with a highly-soluble

Panalytical; Chris Roe, senior research fellow, and Vanessa Zann,

biopharmaceutical classification

senior drug development consultant, both at Quotient Sciences;

system (BCS) Class I product,

Cornelius Pompe, vice-president R&D at Leukocare; and Alexander

then particle size may not be an

Faude, director Process Science, downstream processing, and

important indicator, but for BCS

Marvin Kadisch, director Process Science, upstream processing,

Class II products, particle size is key.

both at Rentschler Biopharma.

It is also important to consider
how changing conditions impact

Primary challenges

your drug substance. For example,

PTE: Could you run through the primary challenges facing

are crystal polymorphs an issue

developers when employing accelerated formulation strategies

when formulation conditions

in drug development?

change? If so, how must the

Zann (Quotient Sciences): The main challenge with accelerating

product stability and quality? Being

is the most appropriate to give optimum exposure in patients.

able to answer such questions by

There is widespread acknowledgement of the lack of predictability

accessing the right analytics at

of preclinical data for formulation assessments. Improvements

the right time is the fastest way to

in in-vitro and in-silico tools are emerging; however, there are

optimize the formulation design

still significant risks for innovator companies, particularly given

space for your product.
Pompe (Leukocare): Accelerated

continued drug delivery challenges presented by molecule
MiaStendal - Stock.adobe.com

formulation adapt to maintain

formulation strategies is knowing which dosage form technology

chemistry. This uncertainty is magnified when batch sizes and

strategies are of paramount

stability packages are needed for new formulations, for testing in the

importance to reduce the time-

clinic to even be considered.

to-market and to make innovative

Roe (Quotient Sciences): Truly understanding the drivers of poor

therapies accessible to patients in

product performance is a key challenge to overcome. Using the

a timely manner. However, these

correct techniques can provide meaningful improvements in in-vivo

strategies imply a certain risk profile,
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Development

Zann (Quotient Sciences): The

which has to be assessed on a

challenges for large molecules

variety of administration routes

service providers can be

are still present but different.

and dosage forms. The analytical

instrumental in tailoring such

Large molecules will typically

toolsets that are applied to ensure

strategies to the specific project

be administered parenterally via

efficacy, quality, and safety must

requirements and define measures

intravenous (IV) or subcutaneous (SC)

reflect these diverse requirements.

for risk mitigation to accommodate

routes, hence formulation options

For all dosage forms, the questions

the intended acceleration.

will be more limited compared to

are the same, but the analytical

“Accelerated strategies
are of paramount
importance.”

the likes of solubility enhancement

approach applied will differ.

or modified release development

Again, taking a sample-centric

solutions for oral small molecules.

approach to the application of

There will be less dependency of

analytics in your formulation

the formulation composition on its

design space will ensure these

clinical performance. The challenges

challenges are addressed in a

still remain with regard to

way that accelerates your

The greatest challenge that

predictability from preclinical species

development programme.

developers face is the availability of

and also manufacturing

early and representative material

and stability for drug products.

—Cornelius Pompe,
Leukocare
Kadisch (Rentschler Biopharma):

supply. This [challenge] can be a

Roe (Quotient Sciences):

Best practices
PTE: What sort of activities can

defining factor in the success of the

Arguably the most significant

developers pursue to ensure their

project. Risks in such projects can be

challenges for large molecules

accelerated formulation strategies

mitigated by employing an integrated

would be to achieve adequate

are successful?

approach, such as the one followed

exposure from the oral route

by the Rentschler Biopharma and

to exert a systemic therapeutic

It’s vital to keep your end-goal in

Leukocare alliance.

effect, given this is often seen as

sight. Ask yourself upfront, ‘what

the gold standard for convenience

are the critical quality attributes

It is the experience and expertise

and compliance. Issues for

and which analytics should be

that service providers (such as the

large molecule oral formulation

applied throughout the workflow to

strategic alliance of Rentschler

strategies include poor permeability

ensure they’re achieved?’ With the

Biopharma and Leukocare)

and potential instability in the

focus firmly on your sample, you

bring to the table. The goal is to

gastrointestinal tract, both of which

can quickly home-in on the best

ultimately find a best-fit solution

need to be addressed via compound

formulation for your product.

for accelerated strategies, while

selection and/or formulation

maintaining high quality.

technologies. Success is possible,

“It’s vital to keep your
end-goal in sight.”

Faude (Rentschler Biopharma):

as evident from the recent [US

A question of size?

Food and Drug Administration] FDA

PTE: Are the challenges more

approval of Rybelsus (Novo Nordisk),

significant for large-molecule

an oral glucagon-like peptide

products versus small-molecule

(GLP)-1 agonist (1).
Kippax (Malvern Panalytical):

ones, in your opinion?
Pompe (Leukocare): The

Kippax (Malvern Panalytical):

—Paul Kippax,
Malvern Panalytical
It may be useful to consider
contracting-in consultancy,
services, and/or instrumentation

Every product brings its own unique

that meets your specific

challenges associated with

challenges, and there are certainly

requirements. Partnering with a

accelerated formulation strategies

established hurdles to clear with

contract services provider allows

for small versus large-molecule

both small- and large-molecule

you to access new analytics and

products certainly differ, but

drug candidates. For example, if we

expertise and develop relevant and

developers may face a comparable

consider drug substance stability,

accelerated approaches.

degree of complexity for both

the complexity of establishing,

product classes. Differences mainly

maintaining, and indeed measuring

takes place in your own laboratory

arise from critical quality attributes

this attribute for large molecules

or in that of a contract research

(CQAs) specific to these products. In

can be extremely challenging as

organization, applying an orthogonal

addition, the degradation pathways

the analytical landscape is quickly

approach provides the most

and kinetics may largely deviate

evolving, whereas the key analytical

thorough and detailed picture

from each other. The regulatory

tools for small-molecule APIs are

of your formulation and ensures

requirements that apply to these

well-established and understood.

nothing is missed that might

products are also specific in
several aspects.
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Whether the analytical workflow

cause issues later in development.
A critical design workflow that

Development

uses robust datasets to inform

data driven formulation strategy

preclinical studies. Formulation and

decision‑making, together with an

based on the compounds’

solid-state investigations should

orthogonal approach to validate

biopharmaceutic properties

provide clear and unambiguous

your findings, will ensure you find

is likely to result in a greater

data for optimizing drug substance

the ‘sweet spot’ formulation for

chance of success. Employing the

form, leading to rapid drug

your product, faster.

developability classification system

substance, dosage form design, and

Pompe (Leukocare): In the

(DCS) to molecules will allow a

drug product manufacturing.

very initial phase, developers are

targeted formulation strategy

advised to define a holistic target

for poorly soluble compounds

product profile covering chemistry,

that is based on whether the

manufacturing, and controls aspects

absorption is either limited by

“The focus around solubility
can begin in the candidate
development stage.”

beside non-clinical, clinical, and

dissolution rate (Class IIa) or

commercial features. Depending

solubility (Class IIb). Where there is

on the available prior knowledge

uncertainty (border-line case) in the

about the specific molecule or

classification, Quotient Sciences

For large molecules where oral

other molecules of the same

would recommend assessing both

delivery is required, one optimizing

modality, a basic characterization

a particle-size reduced formulation

strategy is to formulate with

should be performed. Thereby,

(a DSC IIa strategy) and a solubility-

penetration enhancers to increase

predominant degradation pathways

enhanced formulation (DCS Iib

oral absorption either through

can be elucidated by applying

strategy) to cover both situations to

modification of the tight junctions

stress modes, which reflect

maximize the potential for success.

or membrane perturbation. There

conditions encountered during

The focus around solubility

—Chris Roe,
Quotient Sciences
Zann (Quotient Sciences):

are in-vitro permeability assays

manufacturing, storage, supply, and

can begin in the candidate

that can be used to assess large-

administration of the drug product.

development stage. If good

molecule permeability in the

These activities inform the design

solubility properties can be built

presence of various formulation

of iterative formulation screening

into the drug molecule at the

components that are available to

and optimization studies. The

compound selection stage, this can

increase permeability, both early

application of tailored designs of

help avoid downstream formulation

and relatively rapidly within the

experiments generates insights into

optimization requirements. At

development programme. However,

how formulation parameters impact

Quotient Sciences, fully integrated

these models have limitations

CQAs and supports the generation

drug substance and drug product

in terms of being able to test

of design spaces. Formulations with

activities are offered in-house,

formulated drug products that

optimized stabilizing properties can

allowing both preclinical and clinical

do not damage the in-vitro cell-

then be identified by confirmatory

development activities to be run

based system.

stability studies under target and

in parallel on a single programme.

accelerated storage conditions.

This approach simplifies the

animal models are often required

“An appropriate panel of
quality control methods
is an absolute must.”

supply chain, shortens time from

to assess the oral formulation

discovery to clinic, and allows

performance of large molecules,

developers to assess a number

for example whether oral dosing

of formulation strategies within

or a more complicated study with

first-in-human (FIH) studies or

intraduodenal dosing is required,

enter their FIH studies with an

necessitating specialized surgery.

optimized dosage form. By the end

Oral absorption may only need to

To elaborate on iterative formulation

of FIH studies in both situations,

be increased by a small amount

screening: This starts with

the sponsor has generated data

to result in a viable oral product

explorative produced product, and

not only on safety, tolerability,

compared to an IV formulation, and

the subsequent optimization studies

and pharmacokinetics (PK), but

hence this avenue is often pursued;

lead to an incrementally maturated

also has a formulation suitable for

however, assessing the levels of

process for the generation of drug

future patient studies. Additionally,

formulation enhancement required

substance. Also, an appropriate

druggability assessments can

in an oral formulation can be

panel of quality control methods

be performed alongside salt and

challenging to optimize.

is an absolute must to ensure

polymorph screening to ensure that

the success of the accelerated

the best compound is selected for

formulation strategy.

development. Lead compounds

—Alexander Faude,
Rentschler Biopharma
Faude (Rentschler Biopharma):

Roe (Quotient Sciences): For
oral small molecules, having a

can be manufactured in sufficient
quantities to support toxicology and

More complicated preclinical
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impossible to know for sure exactly
when issues might arise, and where.
Integrating IoT and AI systems
into manufacturing and packaging
machines creates a connected
ecosystem of machinery, where
sensors allow for the possibility of
accurate predictive maintenance.
Surveys have indicated that the
average reduction in maintenance
costs (cross-industry) resulting from
the implementation of an effective
predictive maintenance programme
could be 25–30%, elimination of

Troubleshooting Using
Predictive Maintenance
Smart manufacturing transforms management
of tablet and capsule equipment and processes.

Anand Rajan
is head of sales,
ACG Engineering, anand.
rajan@acg-world.com.

W

breakdowns 70–75%, downtime
reduction 35–45%, and production
increase 20–25% (1). Data collected
from sensors located in key positions
on machines can be utilized to
acquire specific information that is
analyzed by AI systems to predict,
with accuracy, when maintenance,
repairs, or interventions are needed.
Smart connected machinery

hen it comes to the manufacture and packaging of tablets and

can communicate and inform

capsules, the earlier businesses can prepare for managing

management and network operating

potential issues with machinery, the better they can deal with them. In

centres exactly what it needs and

this new era of smart manufacturing, predictive maintenance, powered

before it is needed, which means

by Internet of Things (IoT) sensors and artificial intelligence (AI), will

that machines don’t need to be

transform the way the pharmaceutical industry maintains and manages

checked and stopped unnecessarily.

tools and processes. As manufacturing gets smarter, efficiency and

This method both prevents machine

productivity will improve.

breakdown and ensures that
machinery works optimally.
Preventing unplanned breakdowns

of technological advancement. Up until now, there have been two real

offers the potential for higher

options for the maintenance of pharmaceutical machinery: reactive

productivity and less waste. In

and preventive. A third option is predictive maintenance.

smart manufacturing, embedded

Reactive maintenance as a primary strategy can be wasteful and

feedback mechanisms can provide

costly, resulting in potential product loss and machine downtime.

alerts, via a remotely accessible user

Leaving machines to ‘run-to-failure’ is also damaging to the workings

interface, to communicate issues

of the machine. With any machine that is running to failure, there

with a machine. This communication

comes a point where it almost has to be rebuilt and the whole device

could take the form of vibration

reviewed from the bottom up to pinpoint or repair the root of the issue.

sensors in a rotary machine to

This method has a significant cost, not just in financial terms, but also

identify high friction between

in terms of time and labour (1). In the author’s experience, dealing

bearings or lubrication issues.

with a wide variety of machinery, the impact on the equipment and

Health conditions in the machine,

operations of a reactive maintenance strategy has an annual financial

such as these, can be treated early,

cost 30–50% higher than preventive maintenance (2). When critical

or with minor treatment, rather than

situations arise on the machines, this cost escalates yet further.

major intervention.

Preventive maintenance and periodic inspections do well to offset

20

Preventing machine breakdown.

The methods by which machinery is maintained is changing as a result

With this early “bad news”, time

potential issues and ensure machinery is well maintained, but still

can be less of a critical factor, and

require significant downtime, often running to days out of production.

decision-making processes are

Scheduled maintenance also doesn’t take into account individual

improved by the data available and

factors or unique usage of the machinery. Whilst standardized timings

can be guided by aftercare experts.

or experience might be used to plan for maintenance, it would be

Thus, it is possible for throughput
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Predictive maintenance

Manufacturing

to remain high, with the time and

have accumulated within the filter,

data provided by associates working

type of maintenance needed being

resulting in it becoming blocked and

in the field. Whilst this feedback has

planned based on assessment of the

torn; if the interval time was less than

its benefits, it is limited by human

data. Maintenance could take place

required, it would negatively impact

bias and capabilities. Associates are

via remote assistance depending

the process cycle time. Identification

only able to assess manually collated

on the situation, and in the form of

of the optimum shaking interval

statistics from individual cases and

emergency parts changing for critical

helped achieve a balance. With more

will focus on those elements that

situations, planned shutdowns, or

IoT sensors, on a wider range of

seem to be important from their

incremental interventions to spread

machines, and AI analytics, businesses

work perspective, leaving potentially

out the maintenance process.

will be able to identify anomalies and

missed opportunities. Comprehensive,

observe patterns earlier on, and make

consistent metadata that is objectively

just about preventing breakdown, but

the proper intervention to achieve

analyzed by AI will enable teams to

also ensuring machinery is operating

targeted outcomes.

gather an in-depth holistic view of

Optimization. Maintenance is not

machinery, safety, and operations.

optimally. Without comprehensive
data being collected, it is difficult and

Beyond profit

time consuming to accurately assess

Predictive maintenance can have

remains a challenge. From API

whether or not a machine is operating

significant cost and productivity

production, to packaging and disposal,

at suboptimal parameters. With the

benefits, with uptime improvements,

there are many issues pharmaceutical

introduction of sensors to monitor key

better overall equipment efficiency,

manufacturers are grappling with in

elements of machinery and operations,

and less product waste. However,

this area. However, reducing product

the functioning of the machine can be

organizations need to look beyond

rejections, optimizing production,

constantly observed, and based on

profit and assess how these benefits

and improving quality will potentially

detailed insights, changes can be made

can be best utilized to make further

have an impact on reducing waste,

to the machine to ensure it is working

positive changes.

energy usage, and the environmental

to its best capabilities.
Considering what is already possible

Safety, health, and risk.
Predicting and managing issues

Sustainability. Sustainability

impact of operations.
Although it’s yet too early to predict

by observing patterns in datasets

with machinery early will lead to a

the full scope of benefits, it’s likely that

gleaned from standard sensors

reduction of safety, health, and quality

this careful, data-empowered method

reveals an idea of the kind of impact

risks. A reduction in machine failures

of predictive maintenance will also

that IoT and AI will have on process

and a better working knowledge of

have an impact on extending the life of

optimization and prevention of machine

the machine should also result in a

machinery, improving the sustainability

breakdown. To take the example of one

more productive workforce. Plant-

and cost-efficiency of assets (3). Çınar

of ACG’s fluid bed machines, associates

level associates can work in a safer

et al. state that predictive maintenance

identified the correct interval time for

environment with fewer concerns

is “one of the most promising

shaking the blower by reviewing data

relating to issues with machinery

strategies amongst other strategies

gathered from several sensors on the

arising unexpectedly. They are

of maintenance that has the ability of

fluid bed machine. Rather than waiting

then able to make better informed

achieving those (minimizing equipment

for an alarm to alert them of failure on

decisions to improve productivity

failure rates, improving equipment

the blower, they adjusted the fluid bed

and reduce risk.

condition, prolonging the life of the

shaking interval time from 4 seconds

Additionally, all the data provided

equipment, reducing maintenance

to 6 seconds. As a result, process

by machines and analyzed by AI, may

cycle time was decreased from 23

have an impact on machine design.

hours to 18 hours, and downtime and

Designs could be focused more around

Challenges

damages were reduced, as the blower

health and safety, with easy access

There is still some resistance in

filter needed less regular replacement.

for maintenance, part changes, and

the pharmaceutical sector to the

To begin with, the shaking time was

cleaning. These changes are yet to be

introduction of smart manufacturing.

set to a very low 4 seconds to make

seen as a direct result of predictive

The industry has been slow to

sure the filter didn’t get damaged due

maintenance, because the integration

embrace change. However, it is

to excessive particle accumulation.

of IoT systems into the pharmaceutical

becoming harder to ignore the

However, this is akin to preventive

manufacturing sector is still in its

necessity for technology adoption.

maintenance where a machine is

early stages. However, it is a natural

Aside from the tangible benefits,

maintained to a degree beyond what’s

progression from the way machine

companies need to look at how

required, which results in increased

design is currently performed. Today,

these systems can improve the

process cycle time.

manufacturing teams are able to make

inner workings of their business and

design improvements based upon

support the wellbeing and safety of

feedback, regulations, and individual

employees, as well as the positive

In this case, if the interval time had
been more, then the particles would

costs) characteristics” (4).
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Manufacturing

impact that can be shared with

one direction (outbound traffic from

Embracing the future

customers and consumers. Human

the plant), so IoT sensors cannot

Predictive maintenance is a

capital and improving the wellbeing

be affected by outside tampering

significant step forward from

of the global community should be

(inbound traffic into the plant). Data

traditional ways of monitoring

the driver of metrics, although it is

cannot be transmitted to, but only

and managing machinery. Smart

important to consider the reasons for

from, the sensors, guaranteeing

manufacturing gives organizations

reservations regarding the integration

machinery cannot be interfered with

the ability to gain knowledge of

of IoT and AI, including data security

by outside sources.

the intimate workings and by-the-

and the need for culture change.
Data security. Ensuring the

Culture transformation.

minute status of critical elements

Incorporating smart manufacturing

of the machine, which enables the

security of data is crucial. Sensors

solutions and predictive maintenance

making of informed decisions in

should only be activated once a

into operations is not as simple as a

an often less time-critical manner.

customer has agreed to the capability

cost investment. Changing processes

Faults and issues will always arise,

and parameters of the data being

from traditional to digital, or stepping

but by utilizing this capability,

collected from their machines. As with

up the use of technology requires

companies are provided with the

all IoT systems, device registration, via

complete workforce cooperation.

benefits of early information and

passkey or password, is essential and

Proper training needs to be provided

informed problem solving.

mandatory. Yet, to guarantee security

and preparations must be made to

and data integrity, especially as smart

bring all teams on board with any

manufacturing systems become

changes and to ensure they are

more widespread, further measures

well-equipped to manage the culture

should be introduced. Data diodes

change of digitalization. Upskilling of

that enable unidirectional data flow

staff and operators at plant level is of

is one method by which companies

particular importance, as they will be

can secure customer facilities from

the ones implementing and working

interference. Unidirectional data flow

with these systems closely on a day-

ensures data are only transmitted in

to-day basis.
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Editor’s Note: Process Performance as a Means of Quality Management
A peer-reviewed article, “Process Performance as a

based on degree of compliance with the regulatory

Means of Quality Management,” has been published

and compendial requirements. Based on their

in the March 2022 issue of Pharmaceutical Technology

performance, recommendations could then be made

North America and is available on PharmTech.com.

on which mechanical device is the most appropriate

In the paper, the author explains how quality by design

to use for the task based on the values of the devices’

(QbD) uses quality tools, such as process performance,

metrics. Going through this exercise increases process

to estimate performance during the initial setup of a

knowledge and understanding, according to the author.

process and before the process is brought to a state

The author concluded that process capability and

of statistical control. Process performance compares

performance metrics “are quality management tools

process variability as indicated by standard deviation

that link the observed process variation with the

to set specification limits, and that by using QbD,

required specifications” (1). Based on the evaluation in

pharmaceutical development and manufacturing can

the study, the mechanical splitting devices were shown

become a more efficient process. The author used the

to be not equal in terms of tablet-splitting performance.

simple process of tablet splitting to illustrate utilization

Performance was varied based on the specification

of quality management techniques via process

used to access the splitting process. The author thus

performance. For the study, process performance

notes that, overall, mechanical splitters can more easily

metrics of eight different mechanical devices

satisfy USP specifications over USFDA specifications.

were assessed, and their compliance with regulatory

Article author

(i.e., US Food and Drug Administration [USFDA]) and
compendial (i.e., United States Pharmacopeia [USP])
criteria was evaluated (1). From this study, principles
and findings could then be further extrapolated to more
complex processes.

Ammar Khawam, PhD, is a senior managing scientist of
product development at Parsolex.
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Process performance metrics were used in the
study to differentiate the eight mechanical devices
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—Feliza Mirasol

government at the beginning of
the pandemic, one of the biggest
issues we encountered was that
there wasn’t a common language
shared between us. Allocation and
shortages, for example, take on
different meanings depending on
where you sit within the supply
chain,” says Zenk. “In addition, the
public and private sectors were
building data sharing capabilities at

Supply Chain
Vulnerabilities in
a Post-Pandemic World

the same time we were all trying to
collectively manage the crisis. So,
we took on the effort together and
spent the time to build software
systems and portals—to create this
infrastructure that didn’t exist prepandemic—to share information
across these two sectors. If we can
standardize methodologies, data

Although the bio/pharma supply chain has
vulnerabilities that still need to be addressed, the COVID-19
pandemic has left lasting effects—some of them for the better.

processes, language, and information
sharing for both the private and public
sectors, that will help tremendously

Meg Rivers

T

when the next crisis hits.”
he bio/pharmaceutical supply chain has been put to the test in recent

the world would face, industry experts must now seriously consider how

Significant supply
chain vulnerabilities

their role in the supply chain can be supported to strengthen and stabilize

Being proactive, rather than reactive,

an imperfect supply chain. But what could that look like?

is a considerable challenge the

years. While no one could anticipate the challenges and changes

“In an ideal world, I’d like to see life sciences supply chains break

supply chain vulnerabilities. Without

become a dynamically connected ecosystem that integrates the full

proactively addressing vulnerabilities,

supply chain network in a collaborative and optimized way,” says

organizations could go into “survival

Stephanie David, vice president, Pariveda. “A dynamically connected

mode,” as David puts it.

and integrated ecosystem can enable life sciences supply chains to
finally be patient-centric and purpose-driven.”

“[M]ost, if not all, supply chains are
set up primarily for cost efficiency

David describes a patient-centric supply chain as relying on an

and not resiliency or agility,” says

interconnected digital network that puts the patient at the centre of

David. “Sourcing of raw materials and

the supply chain and enables real-time, end-to-end visibility of the

lack of visibility into supplier risks,

movement of drug products and other goods within the supply chain

capacity limitations, and cybersecurity

network. This way, organizations can quickly sense, react, and predict

are some of the most critical

changes to the demand and supply.

vulnerabilities organizations are being

Similarly, Glenn Koepke, GM, network collaboration, FourKites, believes

Corona Borealis - Stock.adobe.com

industry faces to address current

down the linear and functional siloed approach that exists today to

challenged with. Without the ability

greater end-to-end visibility and smarter paths to patient communities

to effectively illuminate the extended

need to be harnessed to reduce waste and accelerate patient outcomes.

supply network end to end, many

“[An ideal supply chain] would master the control tower concept,

life sciences organizations have no

stitching together complex and siloed supply chains, so organizations

other choice than to shift into survival

have greater visibility and better insights to help them run more

mode and or incur costly measures

efficient operations,” says Koepke. “Real-time visibility platforms are

to prevent a breakdown in the supply

the connective tissue that enables excellence.”

chain that can leave patients without

Heather Zenk, RPh, PharmD, president, distribution services and supply
chain operations, AmerisourceBergen, adds that a supply chain would

access to their therapies.”
David adds that while organizations

ideally have a standardized set of methodologies and infrastructure to

have invested in supply chain

share data across the private and public sector supply chains.

management systems, many are

“I say this because when AmerisourceBergen and other private
sector partners were operationalizing [programmes] with the federal

still relying on spreadsheets and
manual processes.
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the supply chain, according to David,

therapies with COVID-19 indications

the foundational setup of the supply

include achieving end-to-end, real-time

may have a quicker turnaround time.

chain and the need for fewer manual

visibility; having enriched external data;

processes, there are functional

digitizing parts of the supply chain; and

AmerisourceBergen focused on

shortcomings as well—particularly

streamlining supply chain processes by

improved communication. The

with regards to cold chain storage

using artificial intelligence (AI), sensors,

company took steps to build

and distribution.

and analytic solutions.

relationships with federal agencies,

Industry experts must
consider how their role
in the supply chain can
be supported to
strengthen and stabilize
an imperfect supply chain.

nonprofits, and other private sector

In addition to inherent flaws in

“The biggest vulnerability in
today’s bio/pharma supply chain
is product protection and loss as a
result of temperature fluctuations
or security breaches. Temperature
has been a particular focus during
the pandemic,” says Koepke. “But

“But more importantly, I believe

cold chain failure in the supply

supply chain partners since the start
of the pandemic, according to Zenk.
In addition, AmerisourceBergen
changed its approach to sourcing
and risk management, particularly
for products that are finished abroad
or have key starting materials,

chain can be catastrophic for COVID

that the supply chain’s robustness will

which have had limited availability

vaccines and beyond. Pharmaceutical

depend on the appetite for innovation

throughout the pandemic.

executives have identified up to 20%

and the ability of life sciences supply

spoilage rates for non-COVID-19

chain leaders and the skills of their

a diverse set of partners and built a

vaccine wastage due to temperature

organization (people) to drive the

database to ensure our sourcing of

failures in transport. The World Health

acceleration and adoption of digital

products isn’t overly indexed from

Organization (WHO) reports that more

capabilities required to effect change

one particular country or one part of the

than half of vaccines are wasted

across the end-to-end supply chain,”

globe,” says Zenk. “We also rethought

worldwide, and the United Nations

says David. “Because the supply chain

our allocation methodology. Pre-

claims that smarter cold chain

is the operational backbone of life

pandemic, distributors used a

management strategies could

sciences companies, it is important

‘fair share’ allocation model. We quickly

have saved a billion vaccines

that supply chain leaders can connect

shifted to more dynamic allocation

during the pandemic” (1).

and clearly articulate the value and

procedures, which allowed us to

business outcomes of these initiatives

respond more directly to the evolving

according to Koepke, include product

to the wider enterprise—sales,

situation and stabilize inventory across

protection; supply and demand

marketing, operations, finance, etc.”

heavily impacted points of care.”

Positive impacts of COVID-19

chain has also been positively

The pandemic shook up the global

impacted by the pandemic.

Other supply chain vulnerabilities,

“For example, we’re working with

The prioritization of the supply

fluctuations; operating costs and
penalties; and freight traceability.

Where the industry
is getting it right

supply chain, highlighting problem
areas that needed to be addressed.

chains have improved or rather

Although there are vulnerabilities

But once these pain points were

changed since the start of the COVID-19

that need to be addressed in the bio/

illuminated, the industry got to work.

pandemic include that supply chain

pharma supply chain, there are other

Turnaround time is one key area

“A few ways that life science supply

is now a key priority for the C-suite

areas where the industry is tackling

impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic

and that companies have adapted the

challenges head-on.

for the better.

supply chain footprint and adjusted

“Pharma and biopharma companies

“The pandemic has catapulted

effectively to new ways of working,

are very robust with enterprise

pharmaceutical supply chains forward

boosted inventories, and ramped

resource planning (ERP) technology

to move faster. The pharmaceutical

their digital and risk-management

and are often highly integrated

supply chain is making a sharp pivot

capabilities,” says David.

globally. This is driven by government

from a just-in-time model to a test

Zenk adds: “There have been

regulations and requirements,” says

in agility, resilience, and disruption

countless lessons learned, and it’s

Koepke. “In addition, these companies

that goes far beyond vaccinations

critical for supply chain stakeholders to

invest heavily in network planning

to navigate fast-growing industry

carry these lessons from the pandemic

to create as much consistency as

complexities,” says Koepke.

forward so we can shorten the learning

possible. While this allows for as

AmerisourceBergen, specifically,

much mitigation as possible, even

pivoted to launch therapies on a

companies that have created a buffer

shorter timeline, having gone from

will face disruptions.”

a product launch with an 18- to

Additional headways where the
industry has taken steps to improve
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curve for future issues.”
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It is critical for pharmaceutical
manufacturers to partner with a cold
chain expert that is committed to
continually expanding and evolving,
to keep pace with the growth
and complexities of transporting
temperature-sensitive pharmaceuticals.
Cold chain shipping providers should
have the technology, resources,
and network in place for handling
lower volumes of products with tight
manufacturing-to-patient timeframes.
Delivering a consistent customer
outcome, is a need not a want. Put
simply, manufacturers will choose

Cold Comfort
for Bio/Pharma

partners who offer both proximity
and availability assuring products will
arrive on time, undamaged, and with no
temperature excursions.
Where historically pharmaceutical
products were manufactured in

Continuous improvements in technologies and services
will help cold chain operators meet future industry demand.

one central factory, today they are
more often produced, mixed, filled,

Felicity Thomas

T

and packaged in separate locations,
he COVID-19 pandemic highlighted how vital cold chain is for the

thus demanding greater distribution

pharmaceutical industry, particularly as some vaccines needed

and movement. It is no longer just

to be produced, transported, and stored at –70 °C. Market projections

about the final leg of the journey to

for cold chain logistics of pharmaceuticals are projected to grow at a

patients. Logistic organizations who

compound annual growth rate of 9.03% by 2025, which is reported to

can offer customers a network of fully

be driven by greater global demand for pharmaceuticals, increasing

stocked hubs and service centres,

initiatives to promote cold chain, and more demand for reefer

located across multiple countries,

containers from the pharma industry (1).

can maximize their proximity and

To meet the increase in demand for temperature-controlled

availability, and offer localized sourcing,

solutions, logistics providers are being required to adapt their

will be in a strong position to become a

approaches and employ more advanced technological solutions,

partner of choice.

while still adhering to strict regulatory requirements. Pharmaceutical

Factoring in the high value of

Technology Europe spoke with Nick Gilmore, Global Head of Sales and

pharmaceutical goods, their

Marketing, Tower Cold Chain, to learn more about how cold chain

perishable nature, and susceptibility

solutions have changed, what the regulatory landscape is looking like

to temperature changes,

for logistics providers, and potential future trends for the sector.

manufacturers require not just
optimized networking, but assurance

Adapting to meet demand

of product integrity for patients and

PTE: How have cold chain solutions had to adapt to meet the growing

businesses alike. It is here that the

demands for cold chain logistics?

choice of the most appropriate cold

Gilmore (Tower Cold Chain): Putting the European success of

chain solution makes all the difference.

@skuder_photographer - Stock.adobe.com

the COVID-19 vaccine rollout to one side, the demand for effective
temperature-controlled packaging solutions in the pharmaceutical

A data-driven world

supply chain has increased significantly in recent years. Indeed, with a

PTE: As cold chain technologies

growing prominence for personalized medicines, we are now beginning

advance to accommodate industry

to see the advancements of precision therapies in the pharmaceutical

demands, are European regulations

cold chain industry. There is no longer a ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach to

changing appropriately to address the

medical intervention. Instead, we’re seeing a move towards bio-specific

novel technologies being used?

treatments, tailored to a particular individual’s needs based on their

Gilmore (Tower Cold Chain): The

genome. And, with manufacturing adjusting to smaller batch, precision

pressure is on for logistics players,

medicines, the vendors, and outsourcing partners must adapt too as the

manufacturers, governments, and

need for transparent, closely controlled global supply chains rise.

non-governmental organizations
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to improve their capabilities in

holds significant potential to drive

local and national government

supporting the life sciences industry,

sustainability in the pharmaceutical

customers offices and then to the

whilst adhering to standards enforced

sector—and is an opportunity not

Ministry of Health for approval

by regulatory bodies to ensure

to be missed. The strategy’s key

before pharmaceutical products can

product quality and safety. One

goal is to reduce the impact of

be released for import. Add Brexit

solution to meet this industry need is

pharmaceutical substances on the

regulations into the mix, and the risk of

through digitalization.

environment and pave a way for the

delay has increased massively.

The volatility of the pharmaceutical

pharmaceutical industry to contribute
to climate neutrality in the EU, with

temperature excursion, pharmaceutical

increasingly connected, fast-paced,

a focus on reducing greenhouse

organizations require temperature-

customer-focused world means data

emissions along the value chain.

controlled containers, robust enough to

is no longer a bonus feature, but a vital

With such demand for greener

protect products, and reliable enough

part of cold chain operations. Smart

supply chain management not

to reduce the risk of wastage. Passive

packaging which delivers end-to-end

just in the UK and EU but globally,

containers are a beneficial solution

traceability and precise shipment

many pharmaceutical organizations

to this demand as they can provide

tracking is now a cornerstone of

are reassessing their processes,

temperature consistency and external

supply chain fulfilment.

seeking out external partners with

security for the product without the

sustainability-first mindsets. In line

need of an external source of electricity

external and internal temperatures

with government and consumer

or manual checks—passive systems

throughout the containers journey,

efforts to address single-use plastics,

operate using phase change materials,

can be built into containers, which

manufacturers have been compelled

utilizing water, ice, or dry ice to

is an aspect included in those

to look for sustainable packaging

maintain thermal accuracy.

provided by Tower. Using Bluetooth

alternatives to ship products. As such,

Low Energy Technology, each logger

reusable cold storage containers are

Potential future trends

communicates wirelessly, sending

growing in reputation as a sustainable

PTE: Could you provide your expert

real time, accurate data to the cloud.

method for medical logistics. All

opinion on possible future trends

This data communication allows for

players in the cold chain have a role

that will be influential to cold chain

in-transit compliance checks and

to play in sustainability.

logistics in Europe?

complete electronic and hard-copy

Post-Brexit considerations

With its capital-intensive equipment,

audit trail across the entire logistics

PTE: After Brexit, are there any specific

strict temperature requirements,

process providing complete visibility

considerations that you must take into

and energy dependence, the cold

and transparency to customers.

account for cold chain logistics across

chain has always been a demanding

the continent now?

logistics segment. Today, the cold

Dataloggers, designed to monitor

Gilmore (Tower Cold Chain):

on-delivery sign-off, establishing a

Assurance of product integrity is
paramount in cold chain which is

Gilmore (Tower Cold Chain):

chain is grappling with additional

why reliability is a key foundation for

With post-Brexit consequences still

challenges: serving a global market,

logistics providers, such as Tower.

impacting supply chain shortages

driving out costs and waste, addressing

Data downloaded from over 15,000

and labour capacity, pharmaceutical

capacity and resource constraints,

shipments demonstrates fewer than

logistics providers are focusing

and dealing with continually mounting

0.1% of temperature excursions

on developing strategic solutions

regulations—all whilst handling

on average, a vital indicator in the

to mitigate the effect of ongoing

valuable pharmaceutical cargo.

maintenance of the cold chain.

difficulties. For example, Tower is

It is vital that cold chain logistics

seeking to mitigate the potential impact

service providers adapt and thrive,

Impact of sustainability goals

of Brexit by expanding its international

to futureproof themselves in an ever-

PTE: The European Commission is

hub network, with service centres

complex industry.

driving more ‘sustainability’ issues

opening not just in Europe, but also

An international market. With the

within its pharmaceutical strategy,

throughout other global regions. By

amount of sensitive biopharmaceutical

how might/is this aspect impacting

optimizing the global network for

and biologic products expanding,

cold chain for pharmaceuticals in

localized delivery, it is possible for

coupled with the demand for advanced

Europe? Are there similar demands

logistics providers to react even more

pharmaceuticals in middle to low-

for more sustainable solutions being

quickly to customer requests.

income countries, cold chains will

demanded from countries outside

Reports of bounced loads by carriers

continue to be pushed to globalize

the European Union too, such as the

are causing major disruptions in the

in the coming years. Pharmaceutical

United Kingdom?

logistics industry, with Brexit as its

organizations are increasingly relying

catalyst (3). Local customs procedures

on their external suppliers to operate

require the broker to move between

lean supply chains, with extended

Gilmore (Tower Cold Chain): The
EU’s pharmaceutical strategy (2)
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distances to ship products quickly

pharmaceutical sector must be

and efficiently. Logistic providers

proactive and continuously look to

must ensure these needs are met,

update their services to stay ahead.

offering a global network for localized

The example of the last few years

deliveries—all whilst complying with

underlines how turbulent and fast

each country’s regulations to maintain

changing the pharmaceutical supply

the strictest requirements.

chain can be. With demand set to

Technological investment remains

increase further, this complexity isn’t

critical. Like all supply chains, cold chain

going to go away. That’s why it’s vital

operators must continually upgrade

to anchor cold chain decisions in the

technology to ensure efficiency,

essential elements that won’t change.
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integrity, and safety. Demand for
increased visibility will drive cold
chain third-party logistics to innovate
and add value to services. Cold chain
logistics providers must invest in the
latest on-board equipment built into
containers to track temperature and
location, and to make data available to
partners and customers in real time, to
prevent or mitigate loss.
Digitalization and the Internet of
Things, which are being assessed

Piccolo
Ultra-compact laboratory
chiller without refrigerants

by Tower, can provide operators
with the ability to work faster and
better, through both automating and
optimizing processes to provide the
highest quality and consistency to
customers. Systems are integral to the
way cold chain operators work and
these technologies will help to deliver
new ‘SMART’ solutions to the market.
Competition continues to intensify.
While the demand for cold chain
logistics services is increasing,
competition has also intensified.
Providers are introducing new,
innovative services or are upgrading
existing solutions for cold chain
logistics. As a result, there are
more choices as well as more
competition in the market.
Pharmaceutical organizations are
also facing competition from generics
and biosimilars (less expensive versions
of biologics with expired patents).
Whilst reliability is still the number one
priority in cold chain services, there is
an increased focus on cost-efficiency.
The total cost focus in the

Inspired by temperature
Ultra-compact, easy to handle and versatile – the
new Piccolo chiller convinces entirely with state-ofthe-art thermoelectric Peltier technology. The device
impresses with small dimensions, but also with low
weight and intuitive operation. Find out more:

pharmaceutical industry, coupled
with the increased competition
and digital self-service means that

www.huber-online.com

customers have more choices
when selecting solutions to meet
their needs. Suppliers to the
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The highest importance
“Protein characterization is of [the]
highest importance throughout
all stages of the value chain from
discovery to development, through
to quality control,” emphasizes
Martin Vollmer, strategic program
office lead for Biopharma, Agilent
Technologies. “Characterization of a
protein provides information about
its structure and composition, which
is directly linked with its function,
leading to a greater understanding
of differences and ensuring that

Empowering Protein
Characterization
Scientists can work to overcome the challenges associated
with protein characterization through empowering technologies.

P

are met according to regulatory
guidelines, ensuring drug efficacy
and drug safety.”
For Scott J. Berger, PhD, senior
manager, Biopharmaceutical
Markets, Waters Corporation,
whether making a protein drug
via a recombinant or synthetic

rotein therapeutics are an important class of medicines that

process, development should

are used to treat a variety of diseases. According to market

start with protein characterization

research, the protein therapeutics market is estimated to grow

and having as much knowledge

at a compound annual growth rate of 6.86% between 2020 and

as possible about the product.

2027 (1). This growth is expected to be driven by the rapid rise

“These processes are imperfect,

in chronic disorders, advancements in technologies, broadening

so they are going to make products

awareness of protein therapeutics, increasing adoption of plasma-

with low-level variations that are

derived therapies to manage chronic disorders, and mounting

subject to degradation pathways

government initiatives to develop healthcare sectors (1).

that further raise product

However, therapeutic proteins are notoriously less stable than

variability,” he specifies. “It’s this

conventional pharmaceuticals, and due to their complex molecular

complexity that creates reliance

structures, they can be challenging to develop successfully (2).

on sophisticated analytical tools.”

“Compared to small molecules and peptides, proteins are

Therapeutic proteins
are notoriously less
stable than conventional
pharmaceuticals, and
due to their complex
molecular structures,
they can be challenging
to develop successfully.

much more complex,” explains Khanh Courtney, PhD, senior
director, Biologics, Element. “Therefore, the understanding of
the biophysical and biochemical characteristics of a protein
biomolecule is critical in the identification of critical quality
attributes (CQAs) to ensure consistent safety and efficacy.”
As proteins are formed by long chains of amino acids that
interact with each other, secondary and tertiary molecular
structures are formed, notes Courtney. Beyond the tertiary
structure, the protein can bind to itself, which results in even

Tools, such as liquid

higher order structures, such as dimer, trimer, and oligomer,

chromatography (LC) and mass

she states.

spectrometry (MS), have provided

“Certain amino acids could be post-translationally modified

28

biopharmaceutical products

process scientists with the ability

with phosphate groups, methyl groups, simple sugars or complex

to monitor important attributes of

sugars, and so on, leading to a highly complex protein therapeutic

a molecule in response to changes

molecule,” Courtney says. “The folding of the protein, the higher

in the process, Berger adds. “This

order structure, [and] the composition of its post-translational

[capability] gives scientists the

modifications, particularly of the glycans, are all examples of

flexibility to incrementally refine

protein characterizations that could impact the potency and

their process to improve drug

function of the molecule.”

quality and yield by establishing
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Felicity Thomas

quality criteria of developed

Analytics

analytical comparability,” he says.

bi- and tri‑specific molecules,

high-quality and reproducible

“Characterization assays often

antibody‑drug conjugates [ADCs],

sample for meaningful results.

translate to targeted methods for

and complex fusion proteins, all

To address this need automated

process monitoring and product

of which have more attribute

sample prep technologies are being

release where you are verifying that

variation than your typical

investigated by many groups as

you have control of your process

monoclonal antibody, requiring

a tool to improve sample quality

and product quality.”

enhanced analytics to define and

and reproducibility by eliminating

monitor them.”

the human factor from potentially

A number of challenges

Additionally, in light of the

A key challenge related to protein

increasing number of accelerated

characterization is that methods

reviews by regulatory agencies, a

usually require a lot of test material,

challenge has arisen in the form

Courtney stresses. “Ideally,

of being able to fully characterize

protein characterization is done

molecules in a compressed

in the early stages of chemistry,

timescale and at the same time as

manufacturing, and controls (CMC)

stability studies and formulation

programme development so that

development are taking place,

critical attributes are identified

Berger points out. “So, there is

biasing assay results.”

“Protein characterization
is of [the] highest
importance throughout all
stages of the value chain.”
—Martin Vollmer,
Agilent Technologies
Undesirable secondary

early on. Unfortunately, the early

an increasing need for efficient

interactions can adversely impact

stage of CMC, for instance during

analytical platform methods that

analytical data when analyzing

process development, consists

can utilize prior knowledge to

organic acids, organophosphates,

of small-scale productions done

accelerate these studies,” he states.

oligonucleotides, phosphopeptides,

at the lab bench and have low

“Another challenge many

acidic glycans, and phospholipids,

yield,” she states. “This challenge

organizations face is the lack of

Berger notes. “One example

can be, and is being, dealt with

actionable knowledge during the

of a secondary interaction is

by the advancement of analytical

clone selection stage of product

the non-specific adsorption

methodologies that can assess

discovery/development,” Berger

by certain biomolecules to the

more than one characteristic at

continues. “Use of LC–MS at this

metal surfaces—or even to

a time in a single sample

stage can ensure that a biosimilar,

bio-compatible materials like

preparation or method.”

for example, matches up to the

titanium—of liquid chromatographs

target analytical profile of the

and chromatographic columns,”

is being overcome can be found

innovator molecule when it comes

he states. “Another type of

in the use of high resolution, high

to a set of key and critical quality

secondary interaction is caused

sensitivity MS. “This approach

attributes.” When used as a part of

by the highly active surfaces of

can be used to decipher the

a quality-by-design (QbD) approach,

proteins which have a propensity

peptide map of the protein,

LC–MS can help to ensure that

to interact with the hydrophobic

post-translational modifications,

the desired product attributes are

and electrostatically-active sites

deamidation, disulphide bonds,

built into the molecule, he notes.

on the silica and hybrid silica

aggregation, molecular mass

If there is insufficient knowledge

chromatographic particles in the

verification, glycan structure

about a molecule at this stage of

UHPLC [ultra-high performance

elucidation, and even tertiary

development, it is possible that

LC] or UPLC [Ultra-Performance

structure determination, all in one

impurities or instabilities won’t be

LC] column.”

approach,” Courtney explains.

discovered until after the product

“By packaging multiple attributes

is placed into clinical production,

cause difficulties when

into one method, a small yield of

Berger warns.

characterizing and monitoring

An example of how this challenge

protein produced at the lab bench

For bench scientists,

These secondary interactions

drug products by size exclusion

could produce a wealth of data to

experimental bias can be a

chromatography (SEC), which is

assess protein characteristics to

significant challenge, Berger

used to determine protein sample

better inform manufacturing and

highlights. “A top reason why assay-

size variants claims Bill Warren,

quality decisions.”

to-assay test results vary from one

Principal Bioseparation product

scientist to another has to do with

manager, Waters Corporation. If

challenges to protein characterization

complicated and multi-step sample

these attributes are not carefully

in Berger’s opinion. “First, is

preparation methods,” he says.

controlled then the safety and

the increasing complexity of

“For multi-attribute monitoring

efficacy of the product can

the molecules,” he says. “We’re

of biomolecules by LC–MS, it’s

be adversely affected, Warren

seeing the appearance of

important that you have a very

specifies. “It’s for this reason

There are several immediate
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that regulatory agencies require

Warren says. “LC is essential for

questions that go beyond primary

drug firms to accurately quantify

fully analyzing an intact protein or

structure to understanding the

the protein size variants like

its sub-units for glycan profiling or

dynamics of its folded structure and

mAb aggregates, monomers and

peptide mapping or for looking at

interactions with its protein target.”

fragments in protein drug products,”

protein charge or size variants.”
A technique that is useful

he says.

for characterizing protein size

Vollmer emphasizes that
protein characterization is highly

variants is SEC, Warren adds.

complex and is only becoming

There have been several new SEC

more complex over time. “In the

columns that have been brought

past, it was mainly monoclonal

to the market recently, he states,

antibodies (mAbs), hormones,

that address “the problem of

vaccines, modified human proteins,

secondary interactions (both

Courtney highlights three

and similar therapeutic proteins.

ionic and hydrophobic) when

techniques that are important

Now with the discovery of antibody

separating protein aggregates,

for protein characterization:

drug conjugates (ADCs) fusion-

monomers, and fragments over a

“High resolution, high sensitivity,

proteins, bi-specific Abs, and other

molecular weight range of 10,000 to

orbitrap MS for protein and

modalities, the task of protein

6,500,000 Daltons.”

glycan identification, and

—Bill Warren,
Waters Corporation

characterization now requires a

Berger also notes that through

much more flexible approach,”

combining LC and MS, it is possible

electrophoresis to determine

he asserts.

to establish the primary structure

charge heterogeneity; and circular

(product sequence), which is a

dichroism for secondary structures.”

“Ideally, protein
characterization is
done in the early
stages of chemistry,
manufacturing, and
controls programme
development.”

regulatory filing requirement.

structural elucidations; capillary

Although there is no single

“With LC–MS, you get to explore

standard technique to characterize

the product variation, its stability,

proteins, Vollmer concurs that LC

and degradation pathways, which

and high-resolution MS are regarded

‘hot spots’ to monitor to ensure

as the gold-standard thanks

that the product qualities and your

to the “rich” information such

processes are under your control,”

techniques offer on physiochemical

—Khanh Courtney,
Element

he says. “LC–MS is also ideal for

properties of the protein. “Other

looking at a molecule’s higher

alternative techniques are capillary

order structure, which relates to

electrophoresis (CE) and CE–MS

This increasing complexity is then

the folding and stability of these

because they can provide excellent

also tied to the skill of the analytical

biotherapeutics, and how they

resolution,” he adds.

scientist that needs to perform the

interact with their protein targets,

characterization, Vollmer stresses.

or themselves when it comes to

ultraviolet, Raman, near infrared,

“There are a multitude of assays

things like molecular aggregation.”

or fluorescence, are also widely

“Spectroscopy, such as

that need to be performed and

The structural information

the instrumentation required is

obtained by LC–MS can drive

specific requirements, such as

more sophisticated, but costly,” he

product development and can

concentration or purity. These

explains. “Big hurdles are, therefore,

also form the basis of intellectual

techniques are fast and can even be

the cost of implementation,

property, Berger points out.

applied inline,” Vollmer concludes.

operation, and skilled personnel.”

“Understanding higher order

“Cell analysis technologies, such as

structure and stability dynamics

metabolic analyzers, real-time cell

is the large amount of data that

may require the use of techniques

analyzers, cell-imagers, and cell

needs to be analyzed for meaningful

like hydrogen deuterium

counters are applied to characterize

information and further action,”

exchange or ion mobility mass

suitable clones and host cells for

Vollmer continues. “More broadly,

spectrometry (IMS-MS) and

protein manufacturing.”

regulatory hurdles and inertia in the

more recent techniques, such as

industry are often roadblocks for

collision‑induced unfolding (CIU).

fast innovation.”

CIU is an approach where the

“Another important challenge

mass spectrometer is almost like a

30

“LC and MS have been the
empowering technologies
for the well-characterized
biotherapeutic.”

Empowering technologies

calorimeter, adding energy to the

“LC and MS have been the

protein molecule and seeing how it

empowering technologies for the

unfolds within the IMS-MS,” he says.

well-characterized biotherapeutic,”

“These techniques allow you to ask
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applied to determine more
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backup testing site. CROs may offer
services such as mass spectrometry,
protein characterization,
microbiology, extractable leachable
testing, and impurity identification
that may not be part of the service
offering from a CDMO.
Several criteria should be
considered when selecting a
CRO, CDMO, or CMO for analytical
services. These criteria include, but
are not limited to, the following.

Selecting and
Optimizing the Right
Manufacturing Partner

Virtual pharmaceutical
companies with
no internal
manufacturing may
use multiple contract
service providers.

Optimizing the use of partners for clinical trials
depends on selecting the right contractor.

property. Understanding the legal

William Bakewell, PhD,
is research fellow, GMP Lab,

S

Ownership and intellectual
framework that a CMO, CDMO, or
CRO uses is important and especially

ignificant resources are needed to bring new drugs to

so if the service provider is outside

market. Companies that historically have not used third-party

the United States. Contracts and

manufacturing may consider outsourcing rather than adding internal

quality agreements can help define

Services, Thermo Fisher

capabilities if their new product line requires specialized manufacturing

these points but may not wholly

Scientific.

equipment or expertise that are not available in-house. Virtual

mitigate issues with intellectual

pharmaceutical companies, for example, which have no internal

property. Ownership of methods,

manufacturing capabilities, may use multiple contract manufacturing

protocols, and data should be clearly

organizations (CMOs), contract development and manufacturing

defined as it can impact regulatory

organizations (CDMOs), or contract research organizations (CROs).

filings and method transfer.

at PPD Clinical Research

Selecting the right manufacturing partner(s) and optimizing

Risk reduction. One of the core

the use of those partners can include several key benefits, such

principals of quality by design (QbD)

as accelerated development and production timelines; reduced

is risk reduction. Selecting a service

equipment costs and access to specialized equipment, both for

provider should include risk analysis.

production and analysis; and technical and regulatory expertise that

Effective communication is critical

can facilitate and expedite filing.

to the success of any outsourced

From a quality perspective, the sponsor and external service provider

programme, and the risk associated

are responsible for the quality of the product, with the study sponsor

with managing the programme

ultimately being responsible for “approving or rejecting drug products

should be evaluated as part of the

manufactured by the contract facility” (1). This requirement has prompted

contract and selection process. For

some sponsors to choose an independent third-party laboratory to

example, if the service provider is

perform release and stability testing, a strategy that is particularly

in a different time zone or is in a

advantageous if a sponsor is using multiple manufacturing sites.

country whose primary language

31

may be more difficult. Similarly,

Utilizing a single CRO as the analytical testing site for all the

vendor location can impact audits

sponsor’s manufacturing sites increases the consistency of the

and site visits. Management of

data because the same analysts, equipment, and methods are

the programme may require more

used to analyze samples from multiple manufacturing sites. Most

resources from the sponsor if the

CROs offer method development, method validation, and stability

service provider has limited project

testing, although these same services may be offered by the CMO or

management capabilities, is in a

CDMO. If an independent laboratory is used for release and stability

different time zone, or has limited

analysis, then the sponsor or CDMO will often be approved as a

programme management resources.
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is not the same, communication

Criteria to consider

Outsourcing

Insights into Outsourced vs. In-house Clinical Trial Services
The increasing trend in outsourcing manufacturing

dealing with an outsourced manufacturer for clinical

also applies to clinical trial materials, and having

trial applications. Both the client and the manufacturer

the right strateg y to manufacture clinical trial

have to have clear and reliable communication with

materials is crucial for moving product forward in the

each other to make sure that timelines are met and

development pipeline. While some drug developers

that events are handled in a proactive and timely

may have capacity and capability to manufacture in-

manner. Unreliable communication can result in

house, other developers have need to outsource to

possible delays or issues that could severely impact

an experienced partner. What are the key advantages

the client’s product timelines.

of having a contract manufacturing organization

PTE: What are some best practices tips for CMOs/

(CMO) or contract development and manufacturing

CDMOs looking to be clinical trial manufacturing

organization (CDMO) partner at the clinical trial

partners?

stage of drug development and what are the

Carbungco (Samsung Biologics): Flexibility is

primary challenges of in-house versus outsourced

the important key when it comes to clinical trial

manufacturing? Pharmaceutical Technology Europe

manufacturing. This doesn’t mean ignoring good

spoke to Justin Carbungco, lead engineer at Samsung

manufacturing practice (GMP) requirements, as you

Biologics, for some insight.

are still making materials for human use. What it means

PTE: What is the primary advantage(s) in outsourcing

is having flexibility in two main aspects: scale and

manufacturing of clinical trial materials to a CMO/CDMO?

your tech transfer/manufacturing process. Flexibility

Carbungco (Samsung Biologics): There are two

in scale allows CMOs/CDMOs to accommodate the

primary advantages when outsourcing manufacturing

different needs of the client depending on the clinical

of clinical trial materials to a CMO/CDMO. The first

phase they are in. Early phase materials (Phase I/II) do

advantage is monetary savings due to not having to

not need as much material (typically less than 500 L

build and fully validate a manufacturing space. The

capacity) because the sample size in the clinical trials

second is time savings, as you can immediately start

is smaller. Late phase (Phase III) will need much more

moving forward on tech transfer to manufacturing.

(1000 L or more) because the sample size will have

Building and maintaining a manufacturing space is very

increased by that point.

resource intensive, and you would lose time in order to

Flexibility in the tech transfer and manufacturing

get the facility up and running, which in turn would slow

means that the CMO’s or CDMO’s process can

down the timeline for manufacturing the materials.

apply the correct level of GMPs based on phase

PTE: What challenges are present in manufacturing

appropriateness. This is because the early phase

clinical trial materials in-house vs. with a CMO/CDMO?

materials process is still being worked out and may

On the other side of that, what challenges are present

require adjustments that may not have been apparent

for a drug developer in working with a partner for

in the laboratory development stage. Late-phase

clinical trial materials?

processes are more established because the work

Carbungco (Samsung Biologics): Manufacturing

was done in the early phases and the late-phase stage

clinical materials in-house does pose some challenges,

leans more into proving that the process works with

such as the cost of maintaining the internal facility.

very minimal adjustments.

This cost has to be justified, which may mean some

PTE: What are some of the key regulatory concerns

smaller companies may not have the capital for it or a

that a CMO/CDMO must address when manufacturing

large enough product pipeline to make full use of the

clinical trial materials for a client?

investment. Working with a CMO/CDMO proposes its

Carbungco (Samsung Biologics): Maintaining

own challenges as well, such as choosing a partner

proper GMPs as it relates to clinical manufacturing and

that has the right facility fit to accommodate your

how it applies to phase-appropriate manufacturing is

product and has the reliability to manufacture the

a key concern. Regulatory agencies provide guidance

material right the first time and within your desired

documents on how these items work off each other,

timeline. Both options have their pros and cons, and

and it is in the CMO’s or CDMO’s best interest to

will be very dependent on the company’s financial

make sure that their procedures and processes

and development situation.
PTE: What logistical and technical considerations
must be taken into account when outsourcing

fit within these requirements to avoid unnecessary
work and still maintain proper compliance with
regulatory requirements..

manufacturing specifically for clinical trial applications?
Carbungco (Samsung Biologics): Communication

—Feliza Mirasol

and timeliness are the key considerations when
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Outsourcing

Service provider reputation

sufficient material remains to

As with any internal project, if the

and capacity. Understanding the

support the clinical and analytical

sponsor uses a third-party service

service provider’s past performance

studies in the event of a shipping

provider, the sponsor will be involved

with projects of a similar scope, from

failure is prudent.

in day-to-day communications and

companies with a similar size, and

Furthermore, temperature recording

operational decisions and should

with similar management capabilities

devices should be used in controlled-

ensure that sufficient quality project

is information that should be gathered

temperature shipments, and the

management resources have been

early in the process. Identifying the

CRO must be able to download the

identified to support the programme.

production and analytical capacity

information. If multiple manufacturing

This is particularly true if multiple

needed and assessing the ability

sites are used, setting stability testing

CMOs or CDMOs are used to

of the service provider to deliver

and performing release testing at a

manufacture the product.

on time is also an important part

single analytical site can reduce or

of the analysis. One should identify

mitigate shipping risks.

CRO serves as the analytical

critical manufacturing and analytical

Efficient utilization of
CDMO, CMO, or CRO
resources can significantly
reduce capital investment.

laboratory for all the CMO or

manufacturing site or analytical

Building efficiencies

using a single analytical lab can

laboratory means shipment of

Efficient utilization of CDMO, CMO,

reduce risk and costs while

materials. If the service provider

or CRO resources can significantly

resulting in improved quality.

is overseas, then shipment of

reduce the amount of capital

materials to the US may be required

investment in manufacturing and

and, depending on the product,

analytical equipment a sponsor must

may require special handling due to

expend. The time needed to bring

temperature or safety restrictions.

new products to market also may

Early planning to ensure that

be reduced.

components and the levels of
redundancy if failure should occur.
Shipping and supply chain.
Outsourcing to either a contract

It is more efficient if a single

CDMO aspects of the programme.
Minimizing the number of external
partners can reduce this programme
management workload, while
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ask the expert

The Importance of
Batch Record Reviews
During Audits
Auditors must have access to the batch records of the activities
they are reviewing, says Siegfried Schmitt, vice president, Technical at Parexel.

Q.

We, a contract manufacturing organization
(CMO), have a written rule that describes that
we will not show batch records, which have not
been completely reviewed and approved by the quality function,
during a customer audit. We consider this an absolute necessity
to avoid an auditor finding missing or incorrect entries in the
batch record. Yet, we received a critical finding for that in a
recent audit. We pointed out to the auditor that we are following
our quality system, but the auditor would not change the
criticality of the observation. Do you think this is fair?
Clearly, if this had been a regulatory inspection, refusal
to present a batch record, whether reviewed by your
quality unit or not, would be considered preventing an
inspection, with all its consequences (1). However, this was
an audit, so this is a different situation.
We must consider why a CMO may not wish to present a
batch record during an audit. The one obvious and valid reason
is client confidentiality. But even this can easily be overcome
by asking the client to use an impartial auditor.
You cite a very different reason, namely the need to have
the batch record first reviewed and approved by the quality
unit in order to have a “perfect” batch record. The best way to
demonstrate the error in this is by presenting real examples
from various CMO audits.
The regulations specify that batch record entries must be
made contemporaneously (2). That means as close to the
event as is possible. During an audit of a filling line, it was
found that the machine had broken down and two engineers
were busy repairing the equipment. As this would take a
while, the operators had left the line and went to have an
unscheduled break. The review of the batch record revealed
that there were no entries for the following:
• The equipment having broken down, or when
• The shift operators having left the room, or when they left
• The engineers being present in the room, or when
they entered.
The site’s quality system explicitly required all these to be
documented, yet it hadn’t happened. Only the possibility to
review the batch record allowed the auditor to find and record
this deviation. Even a later review by the quality unit could not
have found these errors and omissions. Thus, only a review
of the batch record at the time of the audit can uncover such
non-compliances.

LEIGH PRATHER - STOCK.ADOBE.COM

A.

When the shift operators returned to the line, they
were confronted with the missing entries. Thereupon, one
of the operators started to enter the data from memory, in
fact backdating the events. Again, something impossible to
detect at a later date.

The regulations specify
that batch record
entries must be made
contemporaneously.
The regulations also specify that entries cannot be made
before the actual activity has taken place (3). A good time to
perform audits is during lunch breaks when staff are away
from their workplaces. During an audit of a packaging line, a
batch record was found that had signed entries for completed
actions that would only take place after the lunch break. If the
batch record had not been presented in that audit, it would not
have been possible to find this serious deviation from the basic
principles of good documentation practice.
Batch record reviews by the quality unit typically take 40
or more days at CMOs, by which time the audit report has
long been written and issued. In most cases, auditors would
thus be unable to even review the “sanitised” version of the
batch record.
These few actual examples clearly demonstrate the
absolute need for auditors to have access to the batch
records of the activities they are reviewing. If this is
prevented, they cannot verify the truthfulness (i.e., the
integrity) of data in the batch record. And to most auditors,
this is a critical observation.
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